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Explanatory note

This study was prepared on the basis of national contributions from 30 EMN NCPs (AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LT, LU, MT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SE, SI, SK, and NO, UA) collected via a Common Template developed by the EMN NCPs to ensure, to the extent possible, comparability. National contributions were largely based on desk analysis of existing legislation and policy documents, reports, academic literature, internet resources and reports and information from national authorities rather than primary research. The listing of EU Member States in the study following the presentation of synthesised information indicates the availability of relevant information provided by those EMN members and observer in their national contributions, where more detailed information may be found and it is strongly recommended that these are consulted as well.

Statistics were sourced from Eurostat, national authorities and other (national) databases.

It is important to note that the information contained in this study refers to the situation in the abovementioned EMN members and observer countries up to December 2021 and specifically the contributions from their EMN National Contact Points.

EMN NCPs from other Member States could not, for various reasons, participate on this occasion in this Study, but have done so for other EMN activities and reports.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

KEY POINTS TO NOTE

A majority of EU Member States have integration policies in place, however, only a few specifically address women in their national integration policies. This could, at least in part, be due to a gender mainstreaming approach followed by most EU Member States. In addition, some EU Member States pursue a dual approach which combines gender mainstreaming with targeted policies for migrant women.

Responsibility for integration policies is shared between national, regional and local levels in the majority of EU Member States. While integration is dealt with at national level in some, the majority of EU Member States highlight the importance of involving municipalities, as well as non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in policy implementation.

In most EU Member States, the integration of migrant women is not currently a national policy priority, although some have prioritised the topic, mostly to improve gender equality.

Labour market integration of migrant women is one of the main topics of debate across EU Member States, including barriers to access, such as a lack of recognition of qualifications and language obstacles. Migrant women also lack awareness about their rights related to the labour market, and incentives to seek education and work opportunities. Other challenges raised include discrimination, a lack of social networks, limited access to childcare and other family constraints.

Member States overall acknowledged the need for specific policies relevant for integration tailored to migrant women. Most EU Member States have developed dedicated policies that address the integration of migrant women mainly in relation to accessing the labour market and civic integration, followed by language training, education and health. Other specific policies addressed housing, offering protection from violence, preventing and protecting women from human trafficking, countering anti-discrimination and racism, and integration through sport.

Examples of good practice integration measures that are gender sensitive, or which applied the concept of intersectionality, have been implemented across the Member States. Their focus is mainly on access to the labour market and civic integration, followed by language training, education, health, housing and entrepreneurship. Other measures concerned other types of assistance, such as psychosocial or parenting support.

The majority of Member States did not develop specific integration policies, or adapt existing ones, to reduce the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on migrant women. This is mostly because the situation of migrant women was addressed in policies aimed at migrants overall, or in national COVID-19 policies. Member States that did develop specific integration policies that directly targeted migrant women during the COVID-19 pandemic mostly envisaged counselling and multi-sectoral assistance from NGOs to migrant women, and residence permit extensions for migrant women.

Several Member States were planning new policies or changes to existing ones to further enhance the integration of migrant women, including to address the impact of COVID-19.

SCOPE AND AIMS OF THE STUDY

This EMN study documents if and to what extent EU Member States consider the distinct situation of migrant women in their integration policies and measures. This study focuses on the integration of migrant women in the main sectoral areas covered by the EU Action plan on Integration and Inclusion 2021–2027 including education and training, employment and skills, health and housing as these are considered by the Action Plan as the basis for societal integration. In this study the term ‘integration’ is used in a broad sense to encompass integration and inclusion policies and measures addressing migrant women.

---

Integration policies refer to targeted integration strategies and action plans but also broader policy instruments relevant to the integration of migrant women such as sector specific governmental programmes (health, education, employment, housing, etc.). Measures include systematic initiatives (multi-year / long term), projects (ad-hoc) and legislative (structural) measures that are used to implement the integration policies (including those funded by government but implemented by NGOs on behalf of the government).

METHOD AND ANALYSIS

The information used in this study came primarily from secondary sources provided by 24 EU Member States. National contributions were based on desk analysis of existing legislation and policy documents, reports, academic literature, internet resources, media reports and information from national authorities. In some Member States, primary data collection was carried out through interviews with national stakeholders.

MIGRANT WOMEN IN THE EU

In 2020, the population of the EU27 plus Norway was 452,687,496, of which 51% were women, with their share in Member States varying between 49% and 53%. In that same year, third country nationals represented 5% of the population (marking an increase from 4% in 2016). Unlike the overall population, slightly more third-country nationals were men (51%).

Between 2016 and 2020, nearly 11.5 million first permits were granted to migrants from third countries by the EU Member States and Norway, with a peak of 2.9 million (25%) in 2019. Poland issued the highest number of permits across 2016-2020 (3.2 million), followed by Spain (1.3 million) and France (1.2 million). Remunerated activities account for the largest proportion of first permits granted (36%) followed by family reasons (28%), other reasons (23%) and education reasons (13%). All countries, except Lithuania, showed a decrease in the number of first permits granted in 2020 compared with 2019 which may, in part, be attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting travel restrictions.

First permits granted for remunerated activities across the EU Member States and Norway during 2016-2020 were skewed towards male migrants. In contrast, except for Cyprus and Spain, permits issued for family reasons showed a higher share of female migrants across the EU Member States and Norway.

OVERARCHING INTEGRATION POLICIES TOWARDS MIGRANT WOMEN

Most participating Member States have integration policies towards migrant women in place, which can be categorised into three main policy approaches that are not necessarily mutually exclusive: no gender focus in integration policies, integration policies with specific focus on migrant women, and integration policies with a gender mainstreaming approach.

In ten EU Member States the integration of migrant women is currently a national policy priority, with the subject being specifically mentioned in their integration policies and action plans, mostly with the aim of achieving gender equality. In most Member States, however, the integration of migrant women is currently not a policy priority. While in some EU Member States the responsibility for the integration policies is dealt with at national level, in the majority of EU Member States competences are shared between national, regional and local levels.

Most EU Member States have developed dedicated policies specifically addressing the integration of migrant women in different areas, with 140 examples reported. The two main areas reported by 17 EU Member States are labour market (and entrepreneurship) with 34 policies and civic Integration (34 policies as well). Language training and education were the next two most common sectors, with 32 and 29 policies reported respectively and 24 policies in relation to health, whereas 12 policies focussed on housing. Nineteen other specific policies existed in 12 Member States which included offering protection from violence, preventing and protecting women from human trafficking, countering

---

2 Data for Germany and Finland is not available for the period 2016-2018, and no data is available for Malta and Slovakia.
3 First permits granted for ‘Other reasons’ include: international protection status, refugee status and subsidiary protection, humanitarian reasons, residence only, other reasons not specified, unaccompanied minors, victims of trafficking of human beings.
4 AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, IE, IT, LU, LV, NL, PL, SI, SK.
5 BG, CY, EE, HR, IE, IT, LU, LV, NL, PL, SI.
6 AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, IE, IT, LU, LV, NL, PL, SI.
7 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, IE, IT, LU, MT, SE, SK.
8 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, ES, FI, FR, SE.
9 BG, EE, HR, HU, IE, IT, LU, LT, LV, MT, NL, PL, SI, SK.
10 CY, SI, SK.
11 AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, HR, IE, IT, LT, LU, LV, NL, PL, SE.
12 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LT, LV, MT, NL, SE, SK.
13 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LT, LV, MT, NL, SE, SK.
14 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LV, MT, NL, SE, SK.
15 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LT, LV, MT, NL, SE, SK.
16 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LT, LV, MT, PL, SE.
17 AT, BE, CY, CZ, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, IE, LV, MT, NL, PL, SE, SI, SK.
18 CY, CZ, EL, ES, FI, FR, IE, LV, MT, SE, SI, SK.
anti-discrimination and racism, and integration through sport.  

**INTEGRATION MEASURES TOWARDS MIGRANT WOMEN**

Member States put forward a total of 54 good practice examples of integration measures, 26 while five Member States did not identify any examples. 21 Less than half of the examples provided specifically target migrant women (20 measures  22 out of 54), while the remaining examples address migrants in general, including migrant women. Examples of measures cover six main integration areas, of which the largest share focuses on supporting insertion into the labour market (26) 23 or civic integration (25), 24 followed by measures relating to education and training (23), 25 and language training (21). 26 A small share of measures reported cover access to health (11) 27 and housing (five), 28 or support for entrepreneurship (five). 29 In addition, 12 measures concern other forms of assistance, such as psychosocial or parenting support. 30

In terms of **duration**, the largest share (over one-third) of measures that were considered good practices lasted from one to three years, whilst under one-third of measures had been running for ten or more years. The largest share of measures were implemented by NGOs and funded through EU and/or state funds, while the rest of measures were implemented by either public sector organisations only or through partnerships involving two or more organisations. Member States highlighted several obstacles to implementation, regardless of the type of area covered, with the largest share of measures having encountered difficulties relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. Other obstacles concerned a lack of childcare arrangements preventing migrant women from participating in activities, difficulties in reaching the site of the activities or accessing a stable internet connection to take part in online sessions and language barriers.

**RESPONSES TO COVID-19 AND FUTURE PLAN AND OUTLOOK**

While most challenges faced by Member States when implementing measures related to COVID-19, such as delays or restrictions limiting the number of participants or banning in-person participation, a majority of Member States 31 did not develop specific integration policies, or adapt existing ones, to reduce its negative impact on migrant women. Out of these, eight 32 considered that the situation of migrant women was sufficiently addressed in wider migrant integration policies, or in cross-cutting COVID-19 policies targeting society as a whole. One Member State, 33 on the other hand, provided specific examples of integration policies that directly targeted migrant women during the COVID-19 pandemic. These integration policies focused on different areas of intervention, such as counselling and multi-sectoral direct assistance from NGOs to migrant women. 34

Four Member States 35 indicated that as a result of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, they had become aware of new challenges for migrant women, which they subsequently sought to address by developing new measures, targeting the labour market and entrepreneurship, 36 education, 37 adoption of hygiene and behavioural rules (e.g. social distancing), 38 language training, 39 socio-economic inclusion and civic integration, 40 health 41 and protection from gender-based violence. Eight other Member States 42 reported on planned policy developments or plans to introduce new features in existing policies and measures to further enhance the integration of migrant women, also in light of the impact of COVID-19.

---

19 AT, BE, CY, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LV, NL, SI.
20 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, HR, IE, IT, LT, LU, LV, MT, NL, SE.
21 BG, HU, PL, SI, SK.
22 AT, BE, DE, FI, FR, IE, LU, LV, MT, NL.
23 Examples of this type of measure provided by AT, CY, CZ, DE, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, HR, IE, IT, LV, MT, NL, SE.
24 Examples of this type of measure provided by AT, BE, CY, CZ, EE, EL, ES, FI, IE, IT, LT, LU, LV, MT, NL.
25 Examples of this type of measure provided by AT, CY, CZ, DE, EL, ES, FI, IE, LT, LU, MT, NL, SE.
26 Examples of this type of measure provided by AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, HR, IE, IT, LT, LU, LV, MT, NL, SE.
27 Examples of this type of measure provided by BE, CZ, ES, FR, IE, LU, MT.
28 Examples of this type of measure provided by CZ, ES, IT.
29 Examples of this type of measure provided by BE and CZ, EE, IT.
30 Examples of this type of measure provided by BE, CY, DE, EE, EL, HR, IT, FR, LU, SE.
31 AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LT, LU, LV, NL, PL, SE, SI, SK.
32 AT, BE, CY, CZ, FR, FR, LU, NL, SK.
33 DE.
34 DE.
35 AT, BE, DE, SE.
36 AT, BE, DE, SE.
37 AT.
38 AT.
39 BE, DE, SE.
40 BE, DE.
41 AT.
42 BE, DE, EE, EL, FI, FR, IE, IT, LT, LU, NL.
This study highlights the main policies and measures on the integration of migrant women in EU Member States.

### 1. BACKGROUND

#### 1.1. CONTEXT AND EU POLICY FRAMEWORK

Both globally and in the EU, women account for around 50 per cent of migrants. While at mid-year 2020 female migrants comprised somewhat less than half (135 million or 48.1 per cent) of all migrants worldwide, they comprised slightly more than half (33 million or 51.2 per cent) of all migrants in the European Union by mid-2021.\(^{43}\)

This study defines a migrant woman as a female third-country national. However, some data and integration policies reported in this study might not exclusively address third-country nationals but include them as part of a wider target group (e.g. women in general; or migrant women in general which may also include EU citizens of migrant background).

Women migrate to Europe for a variety of reasons.\(^{44}\) They may arrive as family members, labour migrants, students, asylum applicants or belong to another group of migrants. Thus, there is a diversity of legal statuses and rights among migrant women. This is related to significant variations in integration opportunities and challenges.\(^{45}\)

Recent studies show that migrant women face a so-called “double disadvantage”, due to the intersection of being a woman and being a migrant.\(^{46}\) For example, migrant women in the EU (including EU nationals and third-country nationals) generally have a higher unemployment rate than both non-migrant women and migrant men.

For women with young children, the employment rate is significantly lower for migrant than non-migrant women.\(^{47}\)

In addition, migrant women have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, e.g. through job loss, additional care and domestic work or increased exposure when providing front-line services.\(^{48}\)

There are, however, also integration opportunities. For example, migrant women are equally likely to be as highly educated as non-migrant women and are more likely to be highly educated than migrant men. However, over-qualification (when migrants hold a job below their formal qualification level) is slightly higher among migrant women than migrant men (34% for men and 36% for women in OECD countries). These disparities show the importance of a gendered approach in migrant integration policies and measures.\(^{49}\)

A 2017 study by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) found little evidence of a gendered approach in national action plans and integration strategies.\(^{50}\) The European Court of Auditors in its 2018 Report identified a lack of policies for addressing the specific integration challenges of migrant women.\(^{51}\) Furthermore, a recent study published by the European Network of Migrant Women in 2020 identified shortcomings in addressing the needs of migrant women in Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) projects implemented through direct management, noting that: ‘Although gender

---


mainstreaming\textsuperscript{52} is briefly referred to in the majority of the calls, there seems to be a lack of clarity what this term implies in practical terms. The specific vulnerabilities and needs of women and girls are also largely overlooked.\textsuperscript{53}

Integration policies of third-country nationals are a national competence of EU Member States. The EU has, however, periodically set priorities and goals to drive EU policies, legislative proposals and funding opportunities on integration since the 1999 Treaty of Amsterdam, that led to the 2004 Common Basic Principles for Immigrant Integration Policy. Since the signing of the Treaty of Lisbon in 2007 European institutions have the mandate to ‘provide incentives and support for the action of Member States with a view to promoting the integration of third-country nationals. The EU's priorities and goals guided and continue to guide most EU actions in the area of integration. The Common Agenda for Integration, presented by the Commission in 2005 and in effect until 2010, was the strategy document providing the framework for the integration of third-country nationals and contained a series of supportive EU mechanisms and instruments to promote integration and facilitate exchanges between integration actors.

In 2009 the European Website on Integration was launched to provide a platform for good practices and news on integration in the EU. In July 2011, the European Agenda for the Integration of Third-Country Nationals was adopted. It covered the period 2011–2015, focused on increasing the economic, social, cultural and political participation of migrants and on fighting discrimination, with an emphasis on local actions. This was followed by the 2016 Action Plan on the Integration of Third-Country Nationals. In this Action Plan, the European Commission made a commitment to engage in a dialogue with Member States to ensure that concerns related to the gender dimension and the situation of migrant women were taken into account in planned policies and funding initiatives.\textsuperscript{54} The assessment of the action plan, however, noted that it recognised the specific needs of certain categories only to a limited extent and overlooked some of the possible intersections between a person's migrant status and other segments of discrimination including gender.\textsuperscript{55}

Published in 2017, the Skills Profile Tool maps skills of third-country nationals to be used by national authorities when planning for integration. Building on the 2016 Action Plan, the European Commission launched its new Action Plan on Integration and Inclusion (2021–2027) in November 2020. The European Commission proposed targeted integration support that takes into account individual characteristics that may present specific challenges, such as gender, that complement the mainstreamed approach.\textsuperscript{56} At the same time, the importance of a gender-sensitive response to different policy areas has been emphasised by the EU Gender Equality Strategy 2020–2025,\textsuperscript{57} which also emphasised 'the dual approach of targeted measures to achieve gender equality, combined with strengthened gender mainstreaming'. Therefore, this EMN study on the 'Integration of Migrant Women in the EU: Policies and Measures’ conducts a timely stock-taking exercise on where EMN Member States currently stand in terms of gender-sensitive integration policies and measures targeting migrant women.

Other relevant policy instruments include:

- The EU Anti-racism Action Plan 2020–2025, published by the European Commission on 18 September 2020, steps up action against racism in the European Union. As the action plan points out, racism can be combined with discrimination and hatred on other grounds, including gender.
- The EU Pact on Migration and Asylum, proposed by the European Commission on 23 September 2020, proposes a fresh start on migration by bringing together policy in the areas of migration, asylum, integration and border management. In the area of integration, the pact supports effective integration policies with a focus on local communities and early access to integration services for children and vulnerable groups.
- The EU Gender Equality Strategy 2020–2025 sets as key objectives achieving gender balance in decision-making and in politics, and combating gender-based violence. The strategy pursues a dual approach of gender mainstreaming combined with targeted actions, with intersectionality as a horizontal principle for its implementation. In the area of health, for example, Member States are encouraged to provide training on diversity management and the needs of specific migrant groups.
- The upcoming Recommendation on Migrant and Refugee Women and Girls is currently being developed by the Drafting Committee on Migrant Women (GEC-MIG), a subordinate body to the Gender Equality Commission (GEC) of the Council of Europe, on the basis of Recommendation Rec(79)10 concerning women migrants and of an analysis of needs and gaps that need to be addressed.

---

\textsuperscript{52} Gender mainstreaming refers to a strategy towards gender equality and entails the integration of a gender aspect in all levels of policies, measures and programmes with the aim to promote equality between men and women as well as to combat discrimination. See EIGE (2022). What is gender mainstreaming, https://eige.europa.eu/gender-mainstreaming/what-is-gender-mainstreaming.
\textsuperscript{56} European Commission, ‘Recommendation Rec(79)10 concerning women migrants and of an analysis of needs and gaps that need to be addressed.
1.2. AIM AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The aim of the EMN study on the ‘Integration of Migrant Women in the EU: Policies and Measures’ is to document if and to what extent Member States consider the distinct situation of migrant women in their integration policies and measures. It also provides an overview of research and statistics available at national level on the integration opportunities and challenges faced by migrant women. This study might serve to provide information to help policymakers develop integration policies and measures that better support migrant women in their integration process, taking their respective backgrounds into account. In addition, researchers may use the findings as a starting point for more in-depth research of the integration of migrant women, such as at local and regional level. The study also aims to raise awareness on gender-specific integration issues.

This study focuses on the integration of migrant women in the main sectorial areas covered by the EU Action plan on Integration and Inclusion 2021–202758 including education and training, employment and skills, health and housing as these are considered by the Action Plan the basis for societal integration. While the term ‘integration’ is contested59 and other terms such as ‘inclusion’ are increasingly preferred in policy, in this study the term ‘integration’ is used in a broad sense to encompass integration and inclusion policies and measures addressing migrant women.

The study’s main objectives are:

- To map current national integration policies and measures in the EU Member States with a view of documenting to what extent they specifically target women;
- To provide examples of good practices and lessons learned from EU Member States on integration measures for migrant women at the national but also regional or local level; and
- To provide an overview of targeted policies or measures that have been developed to counteract negative consequences of COVID-19 for migrant women’s integration.

Integration policies refer to targeted integration strategies and action plans but also broader policy instruments relevant to the integration of migrant women such as sector specific governmental programmes (health, education, employment, housing, etc.). Measures include systematic initiatives (multi-year / long term), projects (ad-hoc) and legislative (structural) measures that are used to implement the integration policies (including those funded by government but implemented by NGOs on behalf of the government). The study recognises it is in local communities where a significant part of integration happens, and that regional and local authorities have their own integration policies and measures. However, for reasons of presentation and synthesis of the information collected, the study focuses on the national level. Nevertheless, questions on good practices have been incorporated into this study to allow for the provision of examples from the regional and local level as well.

Integration policies and measures are categorised along the focus areas of the labour market and entrepreneurship, education and language training, housing and health and civic integration. Member States, however, could also report on any other significant areas.

The reporting period for this study ranges from 2016 to 2021, depending on the area of analysis (i.e. data, policies, measures) and – where relevant – includes developments related to the COVID-19 pandemic:

- Data: 2016–2020, to capture trends over the past 5 years in the EU 27;
- Policies: 2021 and upcoming policy developments (i.e. the policies currently in place as well as planned developments); and
- Measures: 2016–2021 in order to allow the inclusion of measures that might have already been evaluated.

1.3. METHODOLOGY

This study is based on national reports prepared by EMN National Contact Points (NCPs) in the EU Member State. The national reports are based on data, information and good practices collected via a common template which included four primary questions:

- What does the available data / or research tell us about the immigration channels, the level of integration of migrant women in the EU Member States, and their integration challenges and opportunities?
- To what extent are migrant women specifically addressed in national integration policies (e.g. strategies, action plans and government programmes)?
- To what extent are there targeted integration measures available in the EU Member States, specifically addressing migrant women at the national but also regional or local level, and what has been identified as a good practice in this area?
- Have special integration policies or measures been developed to counteract the negative consequences of COVID-19 for migrant women’s integration, and if yes, what do these policies or measures look like?

The study presents good practices identified by NCPs rather than an exhaustive list of all existing integration measures. NCPs were asked to select a limited, possibly diverse set of good practices, which cannot, therefore, be considered as representative of all the integration measures implemented in each Member State. The criteria for selecting “good practice” examples have been drawn from the European Website on Integration guidance, where a
good practice is defined as a measure that is “effective, efficient, sustainable and/or transferable, and that reliably lead[s] to a desired result”\textsuperscript{60} In addition, for the purpose of this study, an integration measure could also be considered “good” if it applied the concepts of gender-sensitivity or intersectionality and its selection should be made by an expert working in the field (e.g. policy maker, service provider, civil society organisation, migrant organisation) or based on studies or evaluations.

The measures presented in the boxes in Section 4 of this study illustrate the most common types of measures on the one hand and the most innovative approaches on the other. This is to ensure a balanced representation of Member States and policy approaches.

1.4. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

In addition to this introduction, this study consists of the following Sections:

- Section 2: Migrant women in the EU;
- Section 3: Overarching integration policies towards migrant women;
- Section 4: Integration measures towards migrant women;
- Section 5: Responses to COVID-19 and future plans and outlook; and
- Section 6: Conclusions.

2. MIGRANT WOMEN IN THE EU

This section presents an analytical overview of the situation of migrant women in the EU, based on Eurostat data. In addition, it provides an overview of key integration indicators showing specifically the situation of migrant women. Finally, it shows key opportunities and challenges with regard to the integration of migrant women. As such, it serves as a basis for understanding the opportunities and challenges faced by migrant women when integrating in the EU, and for understanding the policies and measures introduced by EU Member States to facilitate their integration.

2.1. MIGRANT WOMEN IN THE EU: AN OVERVIEW AND KEY INTEGRATION INDICATORS

In 2020, the population of the EU27 plus Norway was 452,687,496 and 51% were women, with the share in Member States varying between 49% and 53%. In that same year, third-country nationals represented around 5% of the population (marking an increase from 4% in 2016). Unlike the overall population, slightly more third-country nationals were men: 51%. Figure 1 below shows the percentage of third-country nationals in the EU27 in 2020 (ranging from 0 to 15% as indicated by the different colours in figure 1). In addition, the figure as a percentage shows the proportion of women among third-country nationals in the total third-country population.

Figure 1: Third-country nationals as a percentage of total population in EU27 and Norway and the proportion of women (2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Third country migrants, %</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Percentage women among 3rd country migrants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>48.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>49.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Population on 1 January by age group, sex and citizenship, [MIGR_POP1CTZ], extracted from Eurostat on 08.12.2021

61 In the case of Estonia the EUROSTAT statistics on third country nationals includes also persons who are stateless persons/non-citizens/persons with undetermined citizenship, living in Estonia. In the case of Latvia the EUROSTAT statistics on third country nationals includes “recognised non-citizens” - persons who are not citizens of the reporting country nor of any other country, but who have established links to that country including some but not all rights and obligations of full citizenship.
First permits issued to migrant women

Between 2016 and 2020, nearly 11.5 million first permits were granted to third-country nationals by the EU27 and Norway. Of these, 2.9 million (25%) were granted in 2019, which was the highest number in a single year across the period under analysis. Poland issued the highest number of permits across 2016-2020 (3.2 million), followed by Spain (1.3 million) and France (1.2 million). Figure 2 below shows the number of total permits issued between 2016-2020 (highlighted by different colours in the figure). It also shows the share of these permits issued to third-country migrant women (indicated as percentage in figure 2). For all countries, except Lithuania, there was a decrease in the number of first permits granted in 2020 compared with 2019 which may, in part, be attributable to the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting travel restrictions (see also section 5 in this study).

Figure 2: Total first permits granted to third-country nationals by EU27 and Norway 2016-2020 and the share of these issued to female migrants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-300</td>
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<td>0-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: First permits by reason, age, sex and citizenship, [MIGR_RESFAS] extracted from Eurostat on 06.12.2021

Male third-country nationals overall received more first permits (54%) across 2016-2020 than their female counterparts (43%, see Figure 3). Several Central and Eastern European Member States issued a higher share of first permits to males. By contrast, in seven EU Member States, mostly in the Western and Nordic regions, female migrants accounted for over half of first permits granted.

As shown in Figure 3, since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, the majority of EU Member States experienced a decrease in the number of first residence permits issued. Across the EU27, first residence permits issued saw an average drop of 22% between 2019 and 2020. The Czech Republic had the highest drop (54%), followed by Greece and Italy (53%) and Ireland (49%). The only EU Member State which saw an increase between 2019 and 2020 was Lithuania (5%).

62 Data sourced from Eurostat: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-datasets/-/migr_resfas
63 Data for Germany and Finland is not available for the period 2016-2018, and no data is available for Malta and Slovakia.
64 For 3% of the data the gender is unknown. The countries where gender is not known for all migrants are: 22% of permits from Germany, 6% of permits from Italy, 3% of permits from Poland and 13% of permits from Norway.
65 CZ (57%), EE (61%), HR (80%), HU (61%), LT (88%), LV (67%), PL (64%), RO (68%), SI (72%).
66 BE (51%), ES (55%), IE (53%), DK (52%), LU (52%), NL (52%), FI (51%).
67 AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LU, LV, NL, PL, SE, SI, SK
Eurostat’s data on first permits differentiates between four reasons for which such permits are granted: family reasons, education reasons, remunerated activities and other reasons. Figures 4 and 5 below show the distribution of first permits for migrant males (figure 4) and females (figure 5) in EU27 in 2016-2020. Thereby, remunerated activities account for the largest proportion of first permits granted (36%) followed by family reasons (28%), other reasons (23%) and education reasons (13%), although these differ in terms of gender distribution. First permits granted for remunerated activities across the EU Member States and Norway during 2016-2020 are skewed towards male migrants. In contrast, with the exception of Cyprus and Spain, permits issued for family reasons show a higher share of female migrants. The gender division for first permits granted for education reasons is the most balanced of the four reasons (51% female and 49% male). First permits granted for other reasons are more frequently granted to male migrants (59% male and 41% female), although in Ireland, women were issued 60% of first permits in this category.

68 Complete data is not available for Germany, Finland and Norway. These countries are therefore excluded.

69 The total of the four reasons combined is 12,260,899 suggesting that some permits are granted for multiple reasons.

70 First permits granted for ‘Other reasons’ include international protection status, refugee status and subsidiary protection, humanitarian reasons, residence only, other reasons not specified, unaccompanied minors, victims of trafficking of human beings.

71 Other reasons might include international protection, residence without the right to work (e.g. pensioners), or people in the intermediate stages of a regularisation process.
Figure 4: Distribution of first permits by reason 2016-2020 migrant males

Figure 5: Distribution of first permits by reason 2016-2020 migrant females

Key integration indicators

The following sub-sections address key integration indicators across the integration areas including education, employment and self-employment, health and overcrowding (related to housing). These indicators provide a snapshot of the current situation across the EU27 and Norway and are based on Eurostat data.

---

73 Please note that for Finland data was reported wrongly in Eurostat Data in relation to Remunerated activities and other reasons. For the most up-to-date data, please visit statistics.migri.fi.
74 Please note that for Germany data is missing from 2016-2018, for Finland data is missing from 2016-2018, and for Norway data is missing for 2020.
76 Please note that for Finland data was reported wrongly in Eurostat Data in relation to Remunerated activities and other reasons. For the most up-to-date data, please visit statistics.migri.fi.
77 Please note that for Germany data is missing from 2016-2018, for Finland data is missing from 2016-2018, and for Norway data is missing for 2020.
**Education**

On average, the educational attainment level for the total population in the EU27 and Norway increased from 75% in 2016 to 77% in 2020, and from 66% to 69% for third-country nationals. Notably, the growth in educational attainment was higher among migrant women than men – in fact they surpassed their male counterparts as of 2020 (see Figure 6 below). In 2020, however, the level of educational attainment among migrant women was still low in comparison with the rest of the population: 70% of female third-country nationals had upper secondary or tertiary education, compared to 77% of the total population.

**Figure 6: Average share of individuals upper secondary and tertiary education attainment (%) among third-country nationals and the total population 2016-2020**

Source: Population by educational attainment level, sex, age and citizenship (%), [EDAT_IFS_9911], extracted from Eurostat on 09.02.2022

In addition, the share of persons with tertiary education levels increased from an average of 29.9 to 32% over the period 2016-2019. Thereby, migrant women consistently performed better on average than migrant men, with their educational attainment levels going up from 28% in 2016 to 32% in 2019 (see Figure 7).

**Figure 7: Average share of individuals with tertiary education attainment (%) among third-country nationals and the total population 2016-2019**

Source: Population by educational attainment level, sex, age and citizenship (%), [EDAT_IFS_9911], extracted from Eurostat on 09.02.2022

**Unemployment and self-employment**

Unemployment figures suggest that female third-country nationals still face many barriers, which may hamper their integration overall. Whilst unemployment rates of the total population dropped from an average 9% in 2016 to almost 7% in 2020, third-country

---

79 Based on all EU Member States and Norway except for Croatia and Slovakia which have incomplete data.
80 Covers all EU Member States and Norway except for Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Hungary and Slovakia due to incomplete data.
81 The age range is 15-74 years.
nationals overall significantly lagged behind, with average unemployment rates of migrant women remaining consistently higher than those of migrant men, and both showing more marked increases between 2019 and 2020 (+2 percentage points) than the total population (less than 1 percentage point).

As shown in figure 9, the average unemployment rates across 2016-2020 for female third-country nationals exceeded that of males in 15 Member States and Norway, with the largest disparity seen in Slovenia, followed by Greece.

With regard to self-employment among third-country nationals, there is a clear divide in favour of male migrants, across all EU Member States and Norway between 2016-2020. On average, 69% of the self-employed migrant population is male (against 67% of males in the total population being self-employed), varying from 64% in Spain to 77% in both Belgium and France. Only in Cyprus was there one year (2016) when the self-employed female migrant population was greater than that of males, but their share subsequently decreased dramatically from 55% in 2016 to 24% in 2020. A less significant yet overall downward trend can also be seen across the EU Member States, where the average level of self-employed third-country national females decreased from 32% to 30%.

---

82 EU Member States plus Norway with complete and disaggregated data have been included: BE, CZ, DK, DE, EE, IE, EL, ES, FR, IT, CY, LV, LU, NL, AT, SI, FI, SE, NO.
83 Only the 21 EU Member states and Norway with complete and disaggregated data are included: BE, CZ, DK, DE, EE, IE, GR, ES, FR, IT, CY, LV, LU, MT, NL, AT, PT, SI, SI, SE, NO.
84 15 EU Member States have complete and disaggregated data with regard to self-employment levels: AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, EL, ES, FR, IE, IT, MT, NL, SE. The age range relates to 15-64 years.
Health\textsuperscript{85}

The average percentage of self-reported unmet medical needs across EU27 and Norway\textsuperscript{86} between 2016-2020 decreased overall. As shown in figure 10, the level of self-reported unmet medical needs by third-country female migrants is higher than third-country national males and total population in all years, except in 2016.

**Figure 10: Average self-reported unmet medical needs 2016-2020 EU27 and Norway**

![Graph showing average self-reported unmet medical needs 2016-2020 EU27 and Norway](image)

\textbf{Source:} Self-reported unmet needs for medical examination by sex, age, main reason declared and groups of country of citizenship, [HLTH_SILC 30], extracted from Eurostat on 10.02.2022

Overcrowding\textsuperscript{87}

Between 2016 and 2020 the average overcrowding rate of third-country nationals was approximately 10 percentage points higher than that of EU citizens. The situation of both groups, however, improved somewhat, with overcrowding being reduced by 3% for third-country nationals and 8% for EU citizens between 2019 and 2020. Disaggregation by gender shows that average overcrowding rates among third-country migrant females were lower than those of third-country national males in every year between 2016 and 2020, by between 1.8 and 3.4 percentage points (see figure 11). However, in six EU Member States\textsuperscript{88} average overcrowding levels were higher for third-country national females than males. The difference ranged from 0.5 percentage points in Portugal to 4.8 percentage points in Germany.

**Figure 11: Average overcrowding rate (%)2016-2020(19 MS and Norway)**

![Graph showing average overcrowding rate 2016-2020 EU27 and Norway](image)

\textbf{Source:} Eurostat, Overcrowding rate by age, sex and broad group of citizenship (total population aged 18 and over), ILC_IVHO15, extracted from Eurostat on 10.02.2022

\textsuperscript{85} Data sourced from Eurostat: Self-reported unmet needs for medical examination by sex, age, main reason declared and groups of country of citizenship.

\textsuperscript{86} For 19 EU Member States and Norway there is complete and disaggregated data regarding self-reported unmet medical needs: AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, IE, LU, MT, NL, PT, SE, SI, NO.

\textsuperscript{87} For 19 EU Member States and Norway there is complete and disaggregated data: AT, BE, CY, CZ, DK, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR, IE, LU, MT, NL, PT, SE, SI, NO.

\textsuperscript{88} Covers: BE, CZ, DK, DE, IE, EL, ES, FR, IT, CY, LU, MT, NL, AT, PT, SL, FI, SE, NO.
2.2. KEY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES DEBATED IN MEMBER STATES

This section outlines the key challenges and opportunities reported by participating Member States with regard to the integration of migrant women across the main integration indicators discussed above. The main challenges are related to labour market integration, including labour market access, and the high unemployment rate of migrant women (as outlined in section 2.1.2 above). Opportunities highlighted by Member States focused on acknowledging the particular issues faced by migrant women and the prospects to address them. This section also highlights the main national debates across the reported challenges and opportunities.

Key challenges

Integration of migrant women into the labour market was one of the main challenges that was reported by Member States. They highlighted challenges with labour market access, in particular language barriers, gendered labour markets, stereotypes and family care-taking needs. Nine Member States identified the fact that migrant women have lower employment rates compared to non-migrant women as a challenge and they encounter a pay gap when compared to women without a migrant background. In Sweden there is a mismatch between the demands of the labour market and the skills and experiences of foreign-born women, despite there being a labour shortage in several professions such as in the healthcare sector (midwives, nurses, doctors), education (teachers), and the IT sector (data and system developers), among others. Luxembourg and Malta pointed towards the qualification recognition also posing another challenge to migrants (men and women) in integrating into the labour market. In Hungary, migrant women are often overqualified and face downward mobility and possible deskilling in the initial phase of migration with subsequent challenges of overcoming this.

Additional challenges around labour market integration include but are not limited to a lack of awareness among migrant women about their rights related to the labour market (i.e. information about work-life balance, protection against discrimination, especially during pregnancy and early parenthood), and a lack of incentives to seek education and work opportunities (see example in Box 2). In Ireland the public and policy debate has raised concerns about the challenges in accessing employment, for example relating to underemployment, skills recognition and childcare.

Box 1: Germany: challenges in labour market integration

Women from third countries have among the highest shares of early school leaving without a qualification. There is a large gap between first- and second-generation migrants (second generation migrant women having a level of educational attainment close to that of female nationals of the Member State). There are greater discrepancies with the qualification themselves as women with a migrant background more frequently hold an academic degree than women from a non-migration background. In the area of non-academic vocational training, however, migrant women are notably behind, particularly those from third countries. Participation for migrant women in the labour market is thus reduced to low-skilled labour due to a lack of qualifications and the lack of a system for skills recognition. Germany identified the major obstacle to be in the transition between school and the training system, particularly with the dual vocational training system that combines school and practical training in a company. Discrepancies between the general and vocational training of migrant women also have an impact on their level of integration in the field of employment in terms of higher rates of unemployment. Migrants are not only increasingly affected by discrimination, but barriers involving asylum procedures, residence titles and work permits mostly impede migrant women who migrated for humanitarian reasons from entering the labour market.

Box 2: Finland: example of debates around challenges for women migrants to access the labour market

The low employment rate of migrant women is by far the most prominent issue in the debate on the integration of migrant women in Finland. The topic has been prominent in the media and at the political level in the past few years. Migrant women have a low employment rate in Finland, especially when compared to the high employment rate of Finnish women, but also compared to certain reference countries where migrant women are more successful in finding employment. In a report published in 2018, the OECD highlighted the weak integration of migrant women in Finland. The child home care allowance system was highlighted as one factor contributing to the problem. According to the report, the child home care allowance creates an incentive for migrant women to stay at home instead of seeking education and training opportunities and entering employment. The OECD also criticised the organisation of integration services in Finland for failing to systematically refer women to access employment services. The report made national headlines, sparking an on-going public discussion around this topic. This issue is high on the political agenda as well, and it will be addressed in the review of the Finnish integration legislation, which is currently under way.

Twelve Member States highlighted discrimination, including gender stereotypes and racism, as a challenge.
that might hinder migrant women’s integration. These issues were also intensely debated across Member States. In some Member States, addressing cultural differences was one of the main concerns of public and policy debates. In the Netherlands, this is demonstrated by political statements and motions proposed by members of the Dutch parliaments. In Luxemburg, the results from the “Second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey – Being Black in the EU” conducted by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) combined with the Black Lives Matter movement and social media campaigns have highlighted current racism and discrimination practices and have led to a forthcoming study into understanding forms of racism in Luxemburg and the effectiveness of current policies. The study will provide policy recommendations. Furthermore, the Parliament in Luxemburg adopted a resolution committing to expand competences and strengthen the resources of the Centre for Equal Treatment.

Heated national debates on integration have arisen across Member States regarding face-coverings/ head coverings; measures to ban face coverings were introduced and served to bring attention to the topic of integration in public debates. The lack of safe spaces for women has also emerged in the public debate; in Belgium, for instance, a pop-up public swimming pool was opened, with access restricted for one hour per week for women only, sparking a debate on the use of public spaces, particularly by migrant women, more generally.

Limited availability and access to childcare and other family constraints were also notable challenges to entering the labour market and was highlighted by ten Member States. Language barriers are a considerable challenge for six Member States, which would significantly impact women’s access to the labour market and educational opportunities. A lack of social networks was also identified in four Member States as a challenge to integration.

**Key opportunities**

A general opportunity, reported across several Member States was the increased acknowledgment of the particular issues faced by migrant women and increased discussion about these in the public sphere.

Improving access to the labour market was one of the main topics of debate in eight Member States in relation to migrant women’s integration. In these Member States, debates focused on the need to facilitate migrant women’s access to the labour market as a priority. In Sweden, there is broad support among political parties on implementing gender equality in all integration policies, with a focus on facilitating migrant women’s access to the labour market. In Germany, the Bertelsmann Foundation – an important voice in the public debate on migration – shed a light on the “hidden resources”, talents and skills of migrant women as entrepreneurs and self-employed and emphasised the need to identify such potential and to better utilise it.

Six Member States referred to increased awareness around or the need for specific integration measures tailored to migrant women, although this is implied also in the development of recent policies in many Member States. For instance, Belgium highlighted the possibility of understanding and accommodating different values in services offered to female entrepreneurs. Cyprus embraced a gender-neutral approach of mainstreaming, as this leaves the opportunity also to address those who identify as non-binary. Similarly in Italy, there are no specific integration policies for migrant women since the national legislation does not distinguish between men and women and is applied to all users in a uniform way without creating situations of discrimination linked to gender. Greece nominated the arrival of new targeted policies in their national strategy that are designed to be implemented horizontally (i.e. for the total population) and specifically tailored to the needs of migrant women. In four Member States, the need to mainstream gender in all integration policies was highlighted as a current topic of debate.

The Czech Republic found the opportunity to raise awareness among migrant women and men around work-life balance, and to further explore and promote actions against discrimination, particularly during pregnancy and early parenthood, to ease their access to the labour market. The reason is that during this period a woman may become particularly vulnerable and face increased risk of discrimination. Two other Member States highlighted the need to increase access to public services to migrant women and saw it as a future opportunity to further integration.

The Netherlands reflected on lessons drawn from projects focused on improving labour market participation among female beneficiaries of international protection and saw an opportunity in applying the lessons learned to other groups including migrant women. By using for example a personalised, tailored approach to labour market integration, women found suitable employment more quickly and were more likely to maintain that employment. In Austria, the federal minister tasked with women and integration issues referred to women as the “driving forces of integration”, highlighting the overall opportunities for women’s integration that come from their role as driving forces in educating children and in passing on values.

---

95 AT, BE, CY, CZ, DE, ES, HU, IE, LU, LV, MT, SE.
96 AT, BE, DE, IT, LU, NL.
98 AT, BE, DE, NL.
99 BE, DE, FR, IT, LU, LV, MT, NL, SE.
100 AT, BE, EE, HU, IE, LU, SE.
101 BE, FI, MT, NL, SE.
102 BE, BG, CZ, DE, FI, FR, IE, NL.
103 BE, BG, CZ, DE, FI, FR, IE, NL, SE.
104 BE, CZ, EE, EL, FI, IT.
105 CZ, FR, IE, LU.
107 EE, HU.
Box 3. Latvia: Example of opportunities of using data within the area of integrating migrant women

Latvia, saw an opportunity in the use of monitoring and increasing available data on migrant women’s integration in order to utilise data available to improve migrant women integration.

In the assessment of the Migrant Integration Index (MIPEX\textsuperscript{108}) for the year 2019 & published in 2020, Latvia received only 37 out of 100 points, which means that its integration policy is rather unfavourable. This has encouraged Latvia to take a closer look at the data available and identify the areas that needed most improvement in order to prioritise follow-up actions. These included: increasing political integration, accessibility to the labour market, education, healthcare and citizenship. Furthermore, prevention of discrimination and family reunification were identified as the two most highly rated categories. These conclusions are helping now in future planning in relation to migrant women.

While integration of highly educated migrant women appeared as a challenge in some Member States, it was also seen as an opportunity to invest in the existing talent and facilitate its access to the labour market.\textsuperscript{109}

In other Member States public and policy debates addressed opportunities in investing in providing specific programmes that target migrant women in relation to education,\textsuperscript{110} and language learning.\textsuperscript{111} Other Member States underlined the important role played by migrant communities in recent years and the opportunity to involve the most representative associations in communication campaigns.\textsuperscript{112}

109 ES, FR, FI, PL.
110 AT.
111 SI.
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3. OVERARCHING INTEGRATION POLICIES TOWARDS MIGRANT WOMEN

Following the outline of the situation of migrant women in the EU including the integration indicators showing the challenges with integration, this section of the study provides an overview of integration policies targeting migrant women. It first outlines the institutional framework and then highlights the main policies addressing the integration of migrant women across different areas, including labour market integration, language, education and training, health and housing as well as civic integration. Among the integration policies analysed, Member States reported strategies, action plans and government programmes.

3.1. OVERVIEW OF INTEGRATION POLICIES

Most participating Member States have integration policies in place, which can be categorised into three main policy approaches that are not necessarily mutually exclusive:

- No specific gender focus in integration policies (11 Member States);
- Integration policies with a specific focus on migrant women (10 Member States); and
- A gender mainstreaming approach in integration policies (15 Member States).

With regards to the first category, 11 Member States do not focus specifically on migrant women in their integration policy, or gender equality is assumed. In some countries, gender mainstreaming is not explicitly mentioned in major policies but it does exist in practice. In Ireland for example, despite the lack of gender mainstreaming specifically mentioned in the Migrant Integration Strategy (MIS), there are some measures which support migrant women (addressed in policy as part of a larger group of migrants) and help them to address different challenges, including employment and inclusion.

Fitting within the second category, 10 Member States specifically address women in their national integration policies (see Table 1 for more details).

In the final category, 15 Member States reported implementing gender mainstreaming in their national integration policies, eight of which pursue a dual approach (i.e. which combines gender mainstreaming with targeted policies) to gender equality. Four Member States combine the first and third approach, where there is no specific gender focus in the integration policy, but rather it is mainstreamed. Gender mainstreaming refers to a strategy towards gender equality and entails the integration of gender aspects in all levels of policies, measures, and programmes with the aim to promote equality between men and women as well as to combat discrimination. Gender mainstreaming has been the main strategy in Swedish Policy since 1994 to achieve gender equality objectives and has been an obligation in Belgium at federal level since 2007. In Austria and Luxembourg too, gender mainstreaming is viewed as a cross-cutting priority across all national thematic strategies, policy measures and action plans adopted by the respective governments. Similarly, in Finland gender mainstreaming applies to all government activities, including integration policy. The starting point for all actions by the public authorities is that their actions must promote equality, and all new legislation is subject to a gender impact assessment. In Latvia, their policy for a cohesive society respects gender equality, and in August 2021 the Cabinet of Ministers additionally approved a new Plan to promote equal rights for women and men in 2021–2023. According to the plan, particular attention will be paid to promoting gender equality in the labour market by reducing gender stereotypes and implementing
targeted measures to reduce gender segregation, the pay gap between women and men, and to provide support for a more successful balance between work and family life. Even though there is no systemic mainstreaming currently in place in the integration policies of the Netherlands, there are some projects in place, and it has attracted increasing attention from the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science in the general emancipation policy with a specific focus on the financial independence of women, gender diversity and equal treatment.

**Table 1: Overview of how Member States address women in national integration policies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Women are specifically addressed</th>
<th>Migrants in general (this may also include EU citizens with a migrant background and third-country nationals) or specifically third-country national women</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Gender mainstreaming and a gender-specific approach are combined in Austria and are intended to complement each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No national integration policy available as the federal level only coordinates integration policies. However, gender mainstreaming is applied in other national policies and at the regional level. Women with a migrant background are in principle the subject of many policies, although do not seem to be specifically nominated as the target group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Women are not specifically addressed, but integration policy is present.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Women are not specifically addressed, but integration is covered in other policies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Women are specifically addressed as part of vulnerable group in the Policy for integration of immigrants and part of the special Gender Equality Strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Gender mainstreaming and a gender-specific approach are combined in Germany and are intended to complement each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant Women in general</td>
<td>Women are not specifically addressed, but an integration policy is present. The main reason for this is that there is no gender-based disaggregation, all integration policies and services are available and planned both for migrant women and men.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gender mainstreaming and a gender-specific approach are combined in Greece and are intended to complement each other.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Gender mainstreaming and a gender-specific approach are combined in Finland and are intended to complement each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Gender mainstreaming and a gender-specific approach are combined in Finland and are intended to complement each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>The acknowledgement of the particular vulnerabilities faced by women is integrated into policies and strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>For the period 2017-2019, Croatia has developed an action plan for the integration of people who have been granted international protection. In addition, a corresponding integration policy was developed in accordance with the Action Plan, without a gender-specific focus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No national integration policy available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OVERARCHING INTEGRATION POLICIES TOWARDS MIGRANT WOMEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Women are specifically addressed</th>
<th>Migrants in general (this may also include EU citizens with a migrant background and third-country nationals) or specifically third-country national women</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrants in general</td>
<td>There is an assumption of gender mainstreaming in the Migrant Integration Strategy, although there are no specific actions targeting women in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrants in general</td>
<td>Migrant women were not treated in a specific way in integration policies until 2020 due to the decision to adopt a Gender Mainstreaming approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Mainstreamed approach. The 2018-2021 Action Plan foresees integration measures envisaged to educate women about their rights as well as possibilities of reconciling work and education with family needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrants in general</td>
<td>Mainstreamed approach. Gender equality is seen as a cross-cutting priority across policy areas. Integration policy addresses all migrants equally independent of nationality and gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Mainstreamed approach. Equal attention given to both male and female migrants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Mainstreamed approach. National integration policy emphasises this in its reception policies and procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>There is a general approach to integration policy (although it is not necessarily mainstreamed either). Migrant women are otherwise addressed as part of a broader group of women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Integration policies are in the phase of development, therefore migrant women are not identified as persons with special needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>The overarching aim in Swedish gender equality policy is that women and men should have the same possibilities to shape society and their own lives, which should apply in all policy areas including integration policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Gender is not mainstreamed nor complemented by gender specific policies. However, the vulnerabilities of women, particularly as victims of violence, are recognised and Slovenia provides measures for victim protection as written in the Strategy of the Government of the Republic of Slovenia in the field of migration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Migrant women in general</td>
<td>Applies gender perspective exclusively in relation to domestic violence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hungary reported that they did not have a specific integration policy, although integration measures were implemented through other legislation or programmes. There is no specific institutional system established yet in relation to integration, however, specific programmes for beneficiaries of international protection have been piloted to cover the initial phase of integration. In Croatia, legislation on integration is divided into thematic areas, such as work and employment, residence and work and health, with the support of non-state actors. The Office for Human Rights and the Rights of National Minorities of the Government of the Republic of Croatia coordinates integration.

3.2. COMPETENCES IN INTEGRATION POLICIES

While in some Member States the responsibility for integration policies is dealt with at the national level, in the majority of Member States competences are shared between national, regional and local levels.
The majority of Member States\textsuperscript{123} highlighted the importance of involving municipalities,\textsuperscript{124} regions,\textsuperscript{125} as well as non-governmental organisations (NGOs)\textsuperscript{126} in the implementation of integration policies. In Belgium, integration is not the subject of national policy, although the national government does hold responsibility for coordinating policies. Integration policy is a competence given to the language-based entities of the Flemish, the French and the German-speaking communities. Policies that touch upon integration (such as housing, access to the labour market, etc.) are a competence of its regions (Flemish, Walloon and Brussels-Capital Region).

Six Member States emphasised that integration is a reciprocal process that encompasses all of society in which the role of institutions is to provide frameworks, strategies, and legislation to integrate migrants; while the role of society is to encourage and facilitate the integration of migrants; and the role of migrants to take an active role in integrating themselves.\textsuperscript{127} In eight Member States, the Ministry of Interior was de facto the main ministry responsible for coordination integration.\textsuperscript{128} However, other ministries also lead integration efforts; such as the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment in Finland, the Ministry of Culture in Latvia and Estonia, and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs in Greece. In France, besides the Ministry of Interior that is the main ministry responsible for integration coordination, an Inter-ministerial Delegate for the Reception and Integration of Refugees (DIAIR) was appointed to coordinate and mobilise stakeholders regarding the integration of beneficiaries of international protection. In Austria, there is a Minister for Women, Family, Youth and Integration within the Federal Chancellery in Austria. In Lithuania, the Ministry of Social Security and Labour is responsible for formulating the foreigners’ integration policy. In Luxembourg, the responsible ministry is the Ministry of Family Affairs, Integration and the Greater Region. In other Member States a wide range of Ministries are involved in integration policies, and the leading body responsible for integration policy varies by country.

In some Member States, NGOs are involved with the ministries responsible for integration or the emancipation of women in providing specific services.\textsuperscript{129} In Cyprus, NGOs are included in the Advisory Board for the Integration of Migrants, along with various ministries, local authorities, ombudsman, trade unions, and employer’s associations. The Advisory Board is responsible for monitoring the implementation of the National Action Plan for the Integration of Migrants. In Finland, the integration partnership programme of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment brings together different stakeholders: communities, organisations, authorities, companies and municipalities. The idea behind the partnership programme is the understanding that effective work on integration and social inclusion requires involvement and contributions from all stakeholders. In Luxembourg, the Department of Integration works closely with many associations and NGOs that promote integration activities on the ground. More specifically the Department has concluded conventions and collaboration agreements with four main associations in the field of integration.\textsuperscript{130} Smaller NGOs and community associations also play an important role in providing integration related services and activities in Luxembourg at the local level, but sometimes also countrywide. In the Slovak Republic, the integration of beneficiaries of international protection is ensured through AMIF funded projects, which are implemented by NGOs and monitored by the Migration Office of the Ministry of Interior.

3.3. THE INTEGRATION OF MIGRANT WOMEN IN LIGHT OF POLICY PRIORITIES

For the majority of the reporting Member States, the integration of migrant women is currently not a policy priority.\textsuperscript{131} In Bulgaria, this is due to the relatively small number of migrant women in the country. In Estonia and Luxembourg, the integration of migrants overall is a policy priority, there is no gender-based distinction. In Ireland, the integration of migrant women is not explicitly stated as a priority in current overarching policies such as the Migrant Integration Strategy or the National Strategy for Women and Girls. Signs of recognition and awareness among national policymakers of the particular integration challenges faced by migrant women were reported by NGOs, although it remains to be seen to what extent migrant women are directly addressed in new strategies and policies currently being developed in Ireland. NGOs commented that with an increased focus on gender equality in policymaking and increased feminisation of migration, policy can no longer solely address migrant women as a vulnerable group (for example to trafficking, domestic violence).

In ten Member States, on the other hand, the integration of migrant women is currently a national policy priority,\textsuperscript{132} with the subject being specifically mentioned in their integration policies and action plans, with the aim of achieving gender equality. For several years, the integration of migrant women has been a priority of Austrian integration policy, including a significant increase in earmarked funding. While Belgium does not have a
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\textsuperscript{128} BG, CY, CZ, DE, FR, SI, SK. In Slovenia, the Ministry of the Interior of Slovenia was responsible for coordination of integration of third-country nationals until 26 May 2021.

\textsuperscript{129} Afterwards, this competence was transferred to the Government Office for the Support and Integration of Migrants, which has already been coordinating integration of persons under international protection since 2017.
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national integration policy, the Belgian law on gender mainstreaming applies to all policy areas, with the aim of integrating the gender dimension into Belgian federal policy structures, making gender mainstreaming at the Belgian federal level a legal obligation. The law provides that each federal Minister and State Secretary integrates the gender perspective in all the policies, measures and actions falling within their competence, on the one hand, and that they monitor the implementation of the strategic objectives set by the government on the subject of gender equality, on the other. Within Belgium’s Communities migrant women integration is a specific priority for the Flemish Community, particularly economic integration and particularly for newcomers. In the French Community, the integration of migrant women is not specified as priority as such, however, the interests of migrant women are targeted, for example, in terms of poverty reduction, a specific focus on taking measures to support precarious and single-parented families which are often headed by women, and with particular attention to discrimination of migrant women. It is also not specified as priority as such in the German-speaking Community in Belgium, but actions focusing on migrant women have been taken, such as providing women-only language and integration courses and projects that created social meeting places.

Cyprus prioritises the empowerment of women migrants and refugees in order to address inequality in the workplace and policies aim to improve the corporate culture on equality issues. The Czech Republic also nominated the integration of migrant women as a priority as they are considered a vulnerable group, visible through the development of special measures and projects. In France, the recognition of skills of first-time arrivals and the promotion of access to employment for migrant women are prioritised at the national level. At the local level, the policy for the integration of newly-arrived foreign nationals, including beneficiaries of international protection, was stated as a priority in 2021 particularly pertaining to access to childcare and mental healthcare.

For Germany, the integration of women and girls is prioritised in the National Action Plan on Integration (NAP-I) of 2021, which takes into account that different target groups have different needs at different points in the migration and integration process. The policy of the NAP-I (2021) has been divided into five phases of immigration and coexistence, where protecting the interests of migrant women and girls is a priority. In Greece, actions taken to ensure that the specific needs of migrant women are met, particularly regarding protection from violence, are considered as necessary pre-conditions for the guarantee of human rights and the social integration of migrant and refugee women. In Spain, the integration of migrant women is a policy priority, particularly regarding health and protection for victims of violence. A wide variety of resources are available for women in Spain, several of which focus specifically on migrant women integration. In Sweden it is also a priority, where for example the Swedish Public Employment Service was tasked to establish an action plan that led to a number of different measures being established on integration and equality. Finland highlighted culture-related aspects of home life and family models and the high unemployment rate being mentioned specifically. Additionally, as Finland’s Integration Act is currently being amended, there is more emphasis placed on the integration of migrants outside of the labour force, including parents and especially stay-at-home mothers.

### 3.4. Policies Addressing Migrant Women Across Integration Areas

Overall, Member States provided a total of 140 examples of specific policies that address the integration of migrant women in different areas. These policies are not necessarily integration policies per se, but sometimes they are policies from various ministries that nonetheless pay particular attention to the needs of migrant women. Of these, 34 policies addressing labour market (and entrepreneurship) and 34 policies regarding civic integration are the two main areas where 17 Member States reported having policies in place (including strategies, programmes and action plans). Language training and education were the next two most popular sectors, with 32 and 29 policies reported respectively. Twenty-four policies in relation to health were reported in several Member States. Twelve policies focus on housing across 12 Member States were reported, while 19 other specific policies existed in 12 Member States.
Labour Market integration and entrepreneurship

Member States reported 34 policies in relation to the integration of migrant women into the labour market. Of these, five policies specifically targeted third country national migrant women including: women with lower education, women with a work permit, or women facing multiple obstacles in accessing labour market. For instance, in France through the “Action plan to promote the recognition of newly-arrived foreign women’s skills and access to employment”, the government intends to take into account the path towards employment of migrant women, who may encounter more than one obstacle: low mastery of the language, absence of qualifications, mobility difficulties, difficulties for childcare, country of origin stereotypes.

Some 20 policies addressed third-country national migrant women through specific programmes and as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background, including unemployed persons/ job-seekers, expats and family members, LGBTQ-persons, newly arrived migrants, vulnerable groups in society, refugees and applicants for international protection. In Ireland, for example, the Pathways to Work Strategy mentions migrants among other groups in reference to the particular barriers to entering the labour market. The strategy aims to address the challenges through several actions, such as increasing access to education, access to paid work internships and apprenticeship, reserved places on State Employment Schemes and a higher level of subsidy to employers recruiting people from marginalised groups.

Another 15 policies addressed migrant women as part of a wider group of women, including: high-skilled women, low-skilled women, stay-at-home mothers, women at risk of exclusion and poverty, women who have difficulties in joining the labour market, and LGBTQ-persons. In the Netherlands, the Emancipation (Equal Opportunity) Policy focuses on the financial independence of women, gender diversity and equal treatment. Entrepreneurship was a component in 16 policies across Member States, with only Belgium (Flemish Community) reporting to have a policy in place specifically targeting third country national migrant women. This policy allows migrant women to access support by reaching out to the Flemish Employment Service (VDAB) to receive information on specific organisations who can guide them. Nine other Member States had policies addressing third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background. In Sweden for example, the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth was tasked to promote foreign-born women's entrepreneur- ship as part of their integration policy. In Germany, the “Coalition Agreement of the Federal Government in 2021” includes migrant women addressed as a larger group of migrants in boosting entrepreneurship by reducing barriers to access financing and funding.

Civic Integration

Member States reported 34 policies in relation to the civic integration of migrant women. Austria specifically targeted third country national migrant women seeking asylum regarding civic integration within its Government Programme 2020-2024, where there is a special focus on the empowerment of women. Germany’s National Action Plan on Integration also focuses on migrant women, as described in more detail below. Greece also contains specific measures to integrate third-country national women in their National Strategy for Integration, as well as through their National Action Plan for Gender Equality 2021-2025 and National Action Plan of Greece for Women, Peace and Security (2020-2024). There are another 22 policies that address third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background, including migrants and their family members, beneficiaries of international protection, and applicants for international protection. Nine other policies, addressed migrant women as part of a wider group of women, which includes civic integration support for women with a
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lower social and financial status, imprisoned women, and women who are at risk of human trafficking. Box 3: Policy examples on civic integration

Germany’s National Action Plan on Integration presents new formats and approaches to political education by strengthening migrant organisations with the aim of improving the social and political participation of women with a migrant background. It addressed integration in the area of civic integration in a late stage of the integration process (the last phase, Phase V). Therefore, it targets women who have been in Germany for a longer period of time, but points out that support is envisaged to begin in this thematic area upon their arrival in Germany.

In Greece, the National Strategy for Integration of the Ministry of Migration and Asylum makes initiatives available to strengthen the connection between women through local associations, such as through associations of single-parent families. The creation of clubs and associations within the community supports meetings on a monthly basis and focuses on various thematic units such as cooking month, delivery month and bazaar. The meetings aim to strengthen the connection between women in single-parent families and to help their social integration by allowing them to meet and interact by engaging in topics of their own interest.

Education and (language) training

Member States reported a total of 29 policies related to the integration of migrant women in the areas of education and (language) training. Twenty-five policies addressed third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background, including: students with a migrant background, refugees and applicants for international protection, stay-at-home parents, or other migrants who need flexible study opportunities. In Malta, migrant women from EU and EEA countries together with Swiss nationals are automatically exempt from school and tuition fees. Migrant women from the UK residing in Malta under the terms of the Brexit agreement are also exempt. Other third-country nationals are exempted according to the residence permit as issued by ID Agency Malta. Furthermore, services in schools are provided at the compulsory education level through teams of counsellors, youth workers, social workers, psychologists and career advisors. Moreover, also at compulsory education level, there are various initiatives to encourage inclusion, tolerance and non-discrimination including liaison with migrant learners and their respective families about schooling matters. Malta also welcomes migrants into its lifelong learning and Employability (DRLLE) within Malta’s Ministry for Education, Sport, Youth, Research and Innovation conducted an outreach campaign with migrant organisations, including the Migrant Women Association. In Finland, the “Reform of liberal adult education” targets stay-at-home parents, a group that has previously had somewhat poor access to education and training, to provide the opportunity to participate in literacy and Finnish or Swedish language training. Five other policies addressed migrant women as part of a wider group of women.

Member States reported 32 policies in relation to language training that addressed third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background, including: non-native speaking newly-arrived foreign parents, students with a migrant background, and asylum seekers and refugees. Austria covers refugee women under the larger ‘50 Action Points: A Plan for the Integration of Persons entitled to Asylum or Subsidiary Protection in Austria’. Ireland presented the National Further Education and Training (FET) strategy that establishes education and training opportunities, including those available for recently arrived migrants and accessible at any point in the integration process, as well as ‘A 10-Year Adult Literacy, Numeracy and Digital Literacy Strategy’ for all adults, including adult migrants.

Health and housing

Member States reported a total of 24 integration policies across Member States that related to health. In the Netherlands, a policy specifically targeted female asylum seekers, e.g. via support following pregnancy and addressing specific issues such as female genital mutilation. Fourteen policies reported addressing third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background, such as: migrants and family members, third-country national spouses, asylum seekers, and victims of domestic violence. In Malta, female asylum seekers with children are generally accommodated in family centres. Nine other policies addressed migrant women as part of a wider group of women. In the Slovak Republic, the ‘National action plan for the prevention and elimination of violence against women for 2014-2019’ focused on issues regarding domestic violence, female genital mutilation, gendercide and honour killings related to migrant women specifically.

Generally, housing policies available at the national level are applicable to all residents including third-county nationals. However, there are also housing policies specifically addressing migrants that were reported in twelve Member States. Twelve policies addressed third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background, such as: women asylum seekers, especially with children, and women who have experienced violence. While the national integration strategy in Greece provides housing measures for all migrants, aiming to ensure a
safe living environment, and focuses especially on women, children, and people with increased needs for care and reception, particularly in the context of asylum. Spain and the Slovak Republic each had a policy in place addressing migrant women as part of a wider group of women.

**Other areas**

Nineteen integration policies were reported across the Member States in other areas; which included offering protection from violence, preventing and protecting women from human trafficking, countering discrimination and racism, and encouraging integration through sport. Two policies specifically targeted third country national women, including the “National Action Plan to Combat All Forms of Gender-Based Violence (2021-2025)” in Belgium that targets applicants for international protection and victims of gender-based violence residing in the context of family reunification. Lithuania aims to improve the integration of migrant women by ensuring their rights such as through educational trainings for migrant women in a language they understand on women’s and children’s rights in Lithuania, possibilities of reconciling work and education with family needs, and assistance with domestic violence. Seven of these policies addressed third-country national migrant women as part of a wider group of migrants including EU citizens with a migrant background. In seven other policies that were reported, migrant women are addressed as part of a wider group of women.
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4. INTEGRATION MEASURES TOWARDS MIGRANT WOMEN

This section provides an overview of integration measures including good practice examples of measures provided by Member States, as well as an overview of the funding available at national and EU level for measures supporting the integration of migrant women. Measures cover a wide range of areas including support for integration into the labour market and entrepreneurship, civic integration, language classes and other forms of education and training, health, housing, and other types of support such as psychosocial and parenting support.

4.1. OVERVIEW OF INTEGRATION MEASURES

This sub-section reviews measures identified by Member States as good practice examples of integration measures and is therefore indicative but not representative of overall integration measures in the EU. Focusing on the examples provided, this section provides an overview of trends relating to the coverage, access, target group, stage of integration covered, area of focus of the measures, duration, implementing organisation, source of funding, outreach strategies, and implementation obstacles. Good practices have either been identified by experts working in the field (e.g. policy makers, service provider, civil society organisations, migrant organisations) or from studies or evaluations. For a full explanation on the criteria used for selecting the good practices, please see section 1.3.

Member States put forward a total of 54 good practice examples of integration measures, while five Member States did not identify any examples. Under half of the examples provided specifically target migrant women (20 measures out of 54), while the remaining examples address migrants in general, including migrant women.

Half (27) of measures consist of systematic initiatives (multi-year/long term), just under half (25) are ad hoc projects, and two measures are of a legislative (structural) nature. In terms of coverage, most measures are implemented at either national (31) or regional level (15), with a lower share of measures implemented at the local (13) or European (1) level. In terms of access, over half of measures (32) are open to migrants in general, including third-country nationals and also EU nationals with a migrant background, while the remaining measures (22) are aimed at third-country nationals only. Furthermore, concerning the target group, over half of the examples provided are mainstream measures (34) open to several categories of migrants, while 20 others are tailor-made to a specific target group of migrant women, such as adult women who are beneficiaries of international protection, women seeking asylum, refugee women, spouses (both male or female), or women who have been victims of domestic violence. In addition, over half of measures are aimed at migrants that could be in different stages of integration, making no differentiation (34) while over one quarter (15) are aimed at recently arrived migrants, while four others are aimed at migrants who are at a more advanced integration stage and who might, for example, be more proficient in the country’s official language and one is a pre-departure measure.

Concerning the areas covered by the example measures, as shown in the figure below, the largest share of

---

162 The criteria used to select the “good practice” examples presented in this section were drawn from the guidance provided in the European Website on Integration, which include a measure that is considered effective, efficient, transferable, or sustainable and that leads to the desired results. In addition, an integration measure could be considered “good” if it applied the concepts of gender sensitivity or intersectionality.
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measures focuses on supporting insertion into the labour market (26)\textsuperscript{181} or civic integration (25)\textsuperscript{182} followed by measures relating to education and training (23),\textsuperscript{183} language training (21),\textsuperscript{184} On the other hand, a small share of measures reported covering access to health (11),\textsuperscript{185} and housing (five),\textsuperscript{186} or supporting entrepreneurship (five).\textsuperscript{187} In addition, some measures (12) concern other forms of assistance, such as research on integration challenges experienced by migrants to inform policy development, psychosocial, legal support, or parenting support.\textsuperscript{188} Please note that a single measure could fall into several categories, which means that some measures may be counted several times in the figure below.

**Figure 13: Overview of good practice examples of integration measures per focus area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour market and entrepreneurship  (e.g. mentoring, vocational training,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competence or skill recognition, networking)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic integration (e.g. validation of skills, civic courses, political</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participation or other)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and training (e.g. language and literacy courses, maths classes,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocational training and caunselling)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health (e.g. information campaigns on the national health system and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 measures)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing (e.g. legal advice, information campaigns on the national system)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration, based on Member State national reports

In terms of **duration** of currently available measures, the largest share (over one third) of measures that were considered good practices had been in place for one to three years (23),\textsuperscript{189} whilst under one third of measures had been running for ten or more years.\textsuperscript{190} 12 measures had a medium duration of four to six years,\textsuperscript{191} while the smallest share had a duration of seven to nine years.\textsuperscript{192} In addition, the largest share of measures are **implemented** by an NGO or foundation and funded through EU and/or state sources (28),\textsuperscript{193} followed closely by measures implemented by public sector organisations only, including governmental institutions (24),\textsuperscript{194} and by measures implemented through a partnership involving two or more organisations (18).\textsuperscript{195} The most common type of partnership consisted of a public sector organisation cooperating with one or more NGOs (nine),\textsuperscript{196} while other types of partnerships included private–public sector cooperation, cooperation amongst several public sector organisations, NGOs collaborating with private companies, collaboration between all three sectors, or NGOs working with migrant women.

In regards to **funding for integration measures in the EU**, ten Member States mentioned examples of EU-funding being allocated specifically to actions or programmes aimed at migrant women,\textsuperscript{197} while in the majority of Member States, EU funding is used to support general integration measures which may provide support to migrant women, but without funding being specifically earmarked for such initiatives.\textsuperscript{198}

When it comes to **domestic financing**, funding in most Member States is also mostly used to support general integration measures which may include projects supporting migrant women,\textsuperscript{199} although nine Member States allocated funding for measures specifically targeting migrant women.\textsuperscript{200} Annex 2 provides a detailed overview of EU and state funding available per Member State. From the **good practice examples** provided, a large proportion of measures were either solely funded by
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national governmental institutions (23), or with the support of EU funding (25). The main types of EU funding mentioned originated from the European Social Fund (12 measures), the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (eight measures), or the ERASMUS+ programme (three measures). Other measures (four) received funding from governmental institutions in combination with private donors, or from an NGO in combination with private donors (one measure).

Box 4: Programme “Limassol: one city, the whole world”

Implemented in Cyprus since 2013, this programme includes a wide range of activities aiming to improve the capacity for social integration, cohesion and socialisation of third-country nationals, as well as to prevent social exclusion and discrimination. Activities include multicultural, awareness-raising and sports events, social support through cooperation with schools to provide experiential workshops to children, childcare services, as well as language courses, first aid courses, workshops on “internet safety”, cooking and gastronomy classes, and educational excursions, amongst others. 62% of participants in the training and educational programmes were women.

To identify and attract participants, organisations use a range of engagement approaches. The most common approach used among the examples of measures provided (19 measures) involves cooperating with public services for the identification of prospective participants and the promotion of the measure. For example, kindergartens, schools, employment agencies, asylum reception centres and health clinics help to identify participants and promote integration activities offered by other organisations in their network. In addition, social media is the second most common channel used for outreach (16 measures), followed by word of mouth (10 measures), promotion through the networks of NGOs (10 measures) and the distribution of flyers (seven measures). A smaller share of measures (eight) uses direct outreach, where members of the organisation reach participants through door-to-door calls, information days, and visits to community centres, reception centres, schools, or other public spaces frequented by their target audience. Another type of strategy highlighted as effective for reaching migrant women, is the training of migrant women in becoming social assistants and reaching out to migrant women with the same language and cultural background.

Lastly, Member States highlighted several obstacles to implementation which affected measures regardless of the type of area covered. The largest share of measures encountered difficulties relating to the COVID-19 pandemic (see also section 5 below), such as delays or restrictions limiting the number of participants or banning in-person participation (18 cases). This is followed by a lack of childcare arrangements preventing migrant women from participating in activities (eight cases), difficulty in reaching the site of the activities or accessing a stable internet connection to take part in online sessions (seven cases), challenges to secure funding (six cases), difficulties when conducting the activity linked to having a heterogeneous group of participants with different language levels and backgrounds (four cases), which is in turn linked to language barriers preventing participants from benefiting fully from the activity (five cases).
or assessments on the performance of the activity, and the achievement of demonstrable positive results.  

Civic integration

The largest share of measures relates to civic integration or provides similar types of civic orientation activities which do not fall under a specific category (29 measures). The main objective of this group of measures is to allow migrants to become better acquainted with the language, culture, public institutions, public services of their country of residence, as well as their rights and civic responsibilities. Many of the measures in this group also aim to improve social cohesion and well-being by providing opportunities for migrants to interact more with their local community.

Key challenges tackled by this group of measures include isolation from the local community (nine cases), a lack of economic independence through employment (seven cases), language barriers (seven cases), a lack of information about public services, institutions and administrative procedures (six cases), discrimination (four cases), and a lack of confidence (four cases).

Box 5: "Nachbarinnen in Wien" ("Neighbours in Vienna") and Neighbourhood Mothers

Implemented respectively in Austria since 2012 and in Finland since 2016, with the Finnish project drawing largely from a similar Danish model, both measures aim to contribute to the self-empowerment and well-being of migrant women by training migrant women to provide various forms of support to other women through their integration journey. For example, the training offered by the Neighbourhood Mothers project in Finland comprises modules on topics such as family and social services in the local area, health and well-being, professional skills, human rights, and awareness about violence against women. Participants are encouraged to plan their own activities and reflect on how their own ideas can be put into practice, with a wide range of activities organised, such as support in cooperation between the school and the home, how to access public services, and the organisation of workshops and recreational groups, among others. The Neighbours in Vienna association trains migrant women to be social assistants, with trained participants then contributing to home visits, advice, accompaniment on official visits, educational breakfasts, parent roundtable discussions and learning assistance for children. In 2014, a Sewing Workshop was also created by the organisation, providing practical work experience.

Both projects met their objectives and received positive feedback from participants. An evaluation conducted in 2014 (Sprajcer et al. 2014. Social Return on Investment (SROI) Analyse des Projekts „Nachbarinnen in Wien". Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien) found that the social return on investment of the Neighbours in Vienna project (SROI) was estimated to exceed €1.2 million, with each euro invested creating an impact with a monetary equivalent of €4.61. The Neighbourhood Mothers project of Finland similarly achieved its objectives according to the first evaluation conducted in the early years of the project. In a more recent evaluation conducted in 2021, the project received again excellent feedback from neighbourhood mothers themselves as well as other stakeholders. The participants mentioned improvements in terms of friends made, networks created, and knowledge and skills acquired. Some participants reportedly found work thanks to the project. According to the stakeholders, the project has promoted women's participation and agency in general.

Labour market integration and entrepreneurship

The second largest share of measures focuses on activities relating to support for integration into the labour market and entrepreneurship (28 measures). Measures in this group seek to increase the opportunities migrant women have to develop their vocational skills and/or experience, as well as their self-confidence, so that they can easily find employment or develop their own professional project. The main types of challenges which this group of measures address include a general lack of awareness about the barriers faced by migrant women when seeking employment and/or a lack of information on services available, a lack of certain qualifications/a required education level, a lack of previous work experience, language barriers, and a lack of skills (e.g. digital
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Education and (language) training

The third largest share of measures provide language courses and/or other types of education courses and training, such as maths classes, literacy classes and vocational training (27 measures). These measures aim to support the learning and development of vocational skills of participants in a variety of areas, such as language acquisition, literacy, maths, digital skills, self-confidence and public speaking. Measures in this group aim to overcome challenges such as lack of access to the labour market (eight cases), a lack of knowledge of the local language leading to a language barrier (eight cases), isolation from the local community (four cases), low self-confidence (three cases), and a lack of information about learning and vocational opportunities available (four cases).

Box 6: “Stark im Beruf – Mütter mit Migrationshintergrund steigen ein” (“Strong at work – mothers with a migration background get on board”)

Implemented since 2015 in Germany, this measure provides vocational training followed by a work placement to migrant women with family responsibilities. Participants receive a mix of coaching and courses such as language support, and counselling.

A recent impact analysis found that the measure reached approximately 16,000 mothers by 2021, of which 31% either found employment, or undertook further studies or vocational training. The close cooperation between the project team and local job centres and employment agencies was rated very positively.

Box 7: “Your turn, Mothers” project

Implemented in Finland since 2017, the aim of this project is to facilitate transition to vocational studies and employment for stay-at-home mothers with a migrant background. During the first stage of the project, mothers take Finnish and mathematics classes at the same school as their child. Mothers are also provided with adult education on the school premises, including computer and communication training and civic courses. Towards the end of the term, a tailored career plan is discussed with the participants, and they are placed in a three-month workplace placement (e.g. in the areas of nursing, school assistance, and catering). The participant’s career path is then discussed, and next steps planned. The provision of childcare makes it possible for mothers of younger children to participate in the project.

In terms of results obtained, about half of participants have transitioned to vocational studies or working life immediately after the project. Other benefits include a significant development of participants’ language skills, increased self-esteem and social participation, as well as improved cooperation between school and the home to the benefit of both mothers and children. An evaluation of the project commended its potential, recommending that a longitudinal analysis of the participants is carried out in order to assess the extent to which their employment pathways were accelerated in the long run, and that the operating model of the project is tested in multiple locations.

Box 8: “Opening up schools to parents for children’s success (OEPRE)”

The OEPRE project, implemented in France since 2008, is aimed at newly-arrived migrant parents who are not French language native speakers. The project aims to promote the integration of parents in the schooling of their children, through the provision of free workshops offered to groups of 8 to 15 persons in secondary schools and lasting between 60 and 120 hours per year.

Thanks to the doubling of funding to support the project between 2018 and 2020, the project has reached a high number of participants in recent years, going from the delivery of 653 workshops to 8 267 persons in 2018-2019, to the delivery of 995 workshops for 14 171 persons in 2018-2019, of whom 85% were women.

In terms of results, evaluations have been conducted for under half (10) of the measures in this group, two of these being interim evaluations and one which is not public yet. Eight of these measures achieved their objectives to some extent, while information was not yet available for the remaining others.
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Health and housing

The smallest share of measures among the good practice examples provided by Member States focused on the provision of support in the areas of health and housing (eleven measures).

Measures in this group sought to raise awareness about services and support available to migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers in relation to the search for suitable accommodation, the national health system and access to public health services, psychosocial support, support available to tackle domestic violence, and safety measures adopted in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The main challenges tackled by this group of measures included a lack of information about public services available or measures in place and a lack of access to these services.

Box 9: National strategies and frameworks improving the accessibility of healthcare and housing for migrants

In Ireland, the HSE second national intercultural health strategy (2018-2023) provides an integrated approach to address health and support needs experienced by the continually increasing number of service users from diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds living in Ireland. This strategy outlines the challenges faced by migrant women (e.g. lack of awareness of existing services, lack of social support, previous trauma, lone-parenting), as well as their needs and provides targeted recommendations. In addition, the strategy also refers to the dependency of migrant women on their partners and risks of domestic violence. The consultation process held during the development of the strategy was highlighted as a good practice by representatives from AkiDwa, a national network of migrant women living in Ireland, due to its emphasis on including migrant women. This process ensured that migrant women were included in the development and implementation of the strategy. The strategy will be reviewed in 2023 and work is ongoing to establish a partnership mechanism through which the voice of service users from minority ethnic communities can influence progress concerning the implementation and evaluation of actions.

In Spain, the Strategic Framework for Citizenship, Inclusion and against Xenophobia and Racism (2021-2017) includes among its tactical objectives to promote the use of public health care for migrants as well as more equal living conditions. Concerning housing, it also aims to promote equal and non-discriminatory access to land and housing, with special attention to the access to rental housing.

Concerning the results achieved by these measures, evaluations were available in the case of four measures while no evaluations have been conducted yet for the remaining measures. Three of the evaluated measures were found to be very successful in achieving their objectives while information was not available for the other. One of the measures highlighted as an implementation issue the lack of regular funding to ensure the continuity of projects.

Box 10: MWAM Self-Care Project #Alone Together

The Migrant Women Association Malta (MWAM) implemented a project consisting of six training sessions which combined teaching on mental wellbeing, mental illness, mental hygiene and also encouraged participants to share their own experiences. The sessions targeted different groups of women asylum-seekers and refugees based in two open centres. The project created a safe space for participants from different cultural backgrounds to share how mental health is approached within their respective cultures and discuss self-care tips and practices.

Following the high positive feedback received from participants and thanks to numerous success stories (see https://migrantwomenmalta.org/mwam-self-care-project-alonetogether), MWAM has developed further training sessions and will continue providing psychosocial support to women asylum-seekers and refugees in Malta.

---
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This section examines changes in integration policies and measures for migrant women in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. It also provides information on future plans for policies and measures in the EU Member States.

5. RESPONSES TO COVID-19 AND FUTURE PLANS AND OUTLOOK

5.1. THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INTEGRATION POLICIES AND MEASURES

The majority of Member States did not develop specific integration policies, or adapt existing ones, to reduce the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on migrant women. Out of these, eight considered that the situation of migrant women was addressed in the wider target group of migrants’ integration policies, or in cross-cutting COVID-19 policies targeting society as a whole. In some Member States, however, the new challenges identified for migrant women did inform the development of future plans, as discussed in section 5.2 below.

Germany provided specific examples of integration policies that directly targeted migrant women during the COVID-19 pandemic. These integration policies focused, for example, on counselling and multi-sectoral direct assistance from NGOs to migrant women.

Similarly, most Member States did not introduce any specific measures that directly targeted migrant women to counteract the negative consequences of COVID-19. However, eleven Member States reported that migrant women were included in integration measures with a broader target group, such as the migrant community or women overall, and provided examples of integration measures identified and/or implemented since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. These included multi-lingual awareness raising and digital information campaigns on a variety of topics such as health, domestic violence, language learning or housing; health related measures such as prevention and control of COVID-19 including testing and vaccination; support and campaigns to prevent domestic violence; enhancing existing shelters for migrant women who have experienced violence; online training and education courses (including language courses); labour market integration and economic support (cash allowances) for vulnerable groups including migrant women. Examples of the adaptation of integration measures to COVID-19 specifically targeting migrant women in Germany, Finland and the Slovak Republic are shown below in boxes.

Box 11: Research-led measures to address migrant women’s challenges in Germany

Germany developed new integration measures to respond to the specific challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic for migrant and refugee women. These initiatives and projects were informed by research carried out by the umbrella organisation of migrant women’s organisations ‘DaMigra’, as part of the ongoing Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend – BMFSFJ) funded project ‘#selbstbestimmt’, in close exchange with the women themselves. The research aimed at identifying the short term and long-term effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on this group, and what measures should be taken. Measures to prevent violence include, for example, the nationwide project ‘MiMi- Violence Prevention for Refugee Women, Children and Migrant Women’ (MiMi-Gewaltprävention). This included a multilingual information campaign to support families in dealing with domestic violence.

---
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Box 12: Adaptation of measures to meet the needs of migrant women in Finland

In Finland, the existing integration measures have been rapidly adapted since the beginning of the pandemic, through a variety of different initiatives, such as: 1) a new free telephone helpline and the expansion of chat services for migrant women at risk of domestic violence; 2) online measures to promote the integration of migrant women that were previously based on face-to-face meetings. These included initiatives such as the ‘Neighbourhood Mothers’ training activities and the ‘Womento career mentoring’ programme, which moved online due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. As e-mentoring has proved to be an agile model, starting from 2021, ‘Womento career mentoring’ is delivered virtually. The shift to remote activities allowed the project to expand its coverage from regional to national. The development of the e-mentoring model continues.

Box 13: Expansion of mental health services provided for migrant women in Malta

Due to the pressures created by COVID-19, such as widespread unemployment and an increase in domestic abuse cases due to (or exacerbated by) confinement, Malta recognised that migrant communities were a particularly vulnerable group. In response, the Migrant Women Association in Malta (MWAM) developed and implemented a Mental Health Hygiene project. The project was created with the expertise of the MWAM’s Intercultural Trainer and Psychologist Trainer, identifying mental health priorities of different target groups, including female asylum seekers and refugees. Training sessions combined a teaching element on mental wellbeing, mental illness, and trauma. The sessions also include an interactive element where participants were encouraged to share their own experiences and create a safe space for discussion.

Box 14: New cash-based financial support measures in Latvia and the Slovak Republic

Latvia and the Slovak Republic provided examples of effective economic support to migrant women, through the development of different cash-based support measures. Latvia developed measures aimed at supporting migrant women included in the broader groups of international students, families with alternative status and people under retirement age, while the Slovak Republic proved support to vulnerable groups (including migrant women from non-EU countries) through the so-called pandemic parental allowance and the extension of the standard parental allowance for the duration of the crisis situation.

5.2. FUTURE PLANS AND OUTLOOK

Eleven Member States272 reported on planned policy developments, as well as plans to introduce new features in policies and measures on the integration of migrant women, also in light of the impact of COVID-19. Four of these Member States273 confirmed that current and planned policy developments took the impacts the COVID-19 pandemic and/or the specific needs and constraints of migrant women into account. These Member States aimed at including migrant women in the general measures targeting migrants and in specific measures in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, but also in dedicated measures aiming at the integration of migrant women. Finland reported on the ongoing comprehensive reform of their integration policy and legislation, in which particular attention will be paid to the integration of people outside the labour market. This group includes many stay-at-home parents, especially mothers, and women who moved to Finland following their spouses who had found employment. It is hoped that the comprehensive reform of integration policy will, at least in some respects, address the challenges associated with the integration of migrant women. In France, several measures to reinforce the integration of migrant women on the labour market are planned such as the development of a childcare offering to facilitate their job search and participation in training sessions and the development of training paths towards employment in sectors that have difficulties recruiting. The boxes below show examples of new policies being developed by Member States.

Box 15: Plan ‘Living Together’ (Plan Samenlev- en) in the Flemish Community (Belgium)

In Belgium, in Flanders, the Plan ‘Living Together’ (Plan Samenlevens) aims to solve the issue of fragmented and low impact policies via various objectives such as improving the quality of life in cities, language development, support for work, tackling discrimination and combating segregation. The Plan specifically acknowledges three main challenges faced by migrant women: language, social integration/participation and employment barriers.

Box 16: A review of national integration poli- cies including migrant women in Lithuania

Lithuania is planning to address the challenges faced by migrant women and highlight the importance of the new national action plans under the EU activities of the Asylum Migration and Integration Fund for 2021-2027. The current draft of Lithuania’s national programme stresses the importance of providing opportunities to migrant women to play an active role in the labour market, strengthening employment opportunities and investing in a lifelong learning system, as well as to promote entrepreneurship among third-country nationals.
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Four Member States\textsuperscript{275} indicated that as a result of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, they had become aware of new challenges for migrant women, which they subsequently sought to address by developing new measures, targeting the labour market and entrepreneurship,\textsuperscript{276} education,\textsuperscript{277} adoption of hygiene and behavioural rules (e.g. social distancing),\textsuperscript{278} language training,\textsuperscript{279} socio-economic inclusion and civic integration,\textsuperscript{280} health\textsuperscript{281} and protection from gender-based violence.\textsuperscript{282} The boxes below highlight the newly adopted measures in Belgium and Germany.

**Box 17: Newly targeted measures to specific ethnic groups in the Brussels Capital Region**

In the Brussels-Capital Region, measures on social and civic inclusion, psychosocial support and parental support were developed in early 2021, by VIA, a Brussels reception office for newcomers through the OUMMI project. The project pays specific attention to Syrian women, who arrive in the country in large numbers; more particularly women from the Dom ethnic group, a nomadic ethnic group marginalised in Syria. This group has been considered with special attention at policy and implementation level, considering the difficulties expressed by this group in raising their children in a new country, with different social and cultural norms and their precarious state has been furtherly exacerbated by the COVID-19 crisis.

**Box 18: Examples of Germany’s current measures in light of new challenges for migrant women**

From 2022, the German Federal Government Commissioner for Migration, Refugees and Integration will implement eleven projects primarily targeting the empowerment of migrant women and support them in arriving in Germany, for a total budget of six million euros. In addition, the project ‘Fem. OS’ (Outreach Orientation and Counselling System in social media for Migrant Women) will be funded with around € 1.1 million in 2022. In addition, the Federal Government Commissioner for Migration, Refugees and Integration continues to fund a further training programme ‘MI-KADOplus’ within the framework of the FrauenComputerZentrum (Women’s Computer Centre), which will digitally qualify refugee women in 2022 and train refugee women so that they can conduct IT trainings on their own. To better address the issue of gender-based violence, the umbrella organisation of migrant women’s organisations ‘DaMigra’ formulates a need for action with regard to effective protection against sexualised and gender-based violence, which has increased as a result of the pandemic.

The Czech Republic and Lithuania reported on their commitment to including migrant women in new integration measures, but did not mention specific examples. In Ireland, work has started on successors to the Migrant Integration Strategy and the National Strategy for Women and Girls, both of which expired at end 2021.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The study provides an overview of how migrant women are addressed in integration policies across 23 EU Member States. It also provides an overview of main integration characteristics. It offers examples of integration measures tailored to facilitate the integration of migrant women in different areas including civic integration, the labour market, education and language learning, accommodation, and health.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

- **Slightly less first permits are issued to third-country women compared to men.**
  
  Across 2016–2020, 54% of first permits were issued to males and 43% to females. First permits granted for remunerated activities and for other reasons across the EU 27 and Norway during 2016-2020 are skewed towards male migrants. In contrast, permits granted for family reasons are skewed towards female migrants.

- **Eurostat data on integration indicators shows that migrant women lag behind their male counterparts in several aspects, and behind the total population.**
  
  For example, the average unemployment rates among female third-country nationals were higher in every year between 2016 and 2020 than that of males (ranging between 15 and 19% compared to a range of 11-17% amongst male third-country nationals). Also, third-country migrant women have lower levels of educational attainment with 70% of migrant women having secondary or tertiary education in 2020, compared to 77% for the population as a whole. But at the same time, the proportion of female third-country nationals who have undertaken tertiary education is greater than that of males (2020: 32% compared to 28%). Eurostat data also show that on average in 2016-2020, the educational attainment of migrant women increased at a rate higher than the whole population and migrant men.

- **Key challenges reported by EU Member States relate mainly to the labour market integration of migrant women, while an increased awareness of specific issues faced by migrant women can also create opportunities.**
  
  Overall, EU Member States’ debates focus on ensuring access to the labour market for migrant women in the context of challenges relating to language barriers, gendered labour markets, stereotypes and family care-taking needs. At the same time, opportunities discussed include increased acknowledgement of the issues faced by migrant women, such as access to labour market, and therefore increased prospects of addressing them. The (potential) contribution of highly educated migrant women was also identified as an opportunity in some Member States.

- **To address challenges that hinder the integration of migrant women, most Member States have developed integration policies specifically addressing the situation of migrant women or have mainstreamed gender in their integration policies.**
  
  Three main approaches (which are not mutually exclusive) can be identified across EU Member States: 1) EU Member States that have no gender focus in integration policies, 2) EU Member States that have integration policies focusing on migrant women, and 3) EU Member States that follow a gender mainstreaming approach.

- **In the majority of Member States, the integration of migrant women is not a policy priority as expressed in their integration policies, although in some there are sectoral policies addressing their integration.**
  
  For other Member States, however, the integration of migrant women is a priority mentioned in their integration policies and action plans, with the stated aim of achieving gender equality.

- **The extent to which Member States have implemented integration policies for migrant women varies by policy area.**
  
  The two main policy areas where EU Member States focus their efforts are labour market integration (and entrepreneurship) with most policies reported aiming at integrating migrant women into employment or self-employment, and civic integration. Language training and education are also considered to be areas of focus for EU Member States. Fewer policies focus on health and housing. Member States also implement a wide range of other policies such as those addressing violence against women, human trafficking, discrimination and racism, as well as integration through sport.

- **For a majority of Member States the responsibility for integration policies is typically shared between national, regional and local levels.**
The implementation of integration policies is a reciprocal process that requires concerted efforts across society and involves governmental and non-governmental public bodies and institutions at various levels.

- **Member States have also implemented a range of practical measures to facilitate the integration of migrant women.**

  EU Member States reported on good practice measures in all areas, including labour market, civic integration, education and language learning, health, and housing. The focus, however, mirrors the policies as most measures are in the areas of employment and self-employment as well as civic integration, followed by language courses and measures enhancing education. Some EU Member States are currently working on developing certain new elements in integration measures by e.g. including migrant women in general integration measures or adapting measures to better cater for their needs (such as offering childcare to facilitate job search and participation in training sessions). These provide a starting point for future plans and provide some tools to enhance migrant women integration.

- **The challenges faced by migrant women have been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.**

  Most Member States did not develop or adapt their integration policies to reduce the negative impact of the pandemic on migrant women. However, several Member States are considering new policy initiatives or policy changes to address these challenges.

  These future plans target the inclusion of migrant women in more general measures targeting migrants as well as in specific measures in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, but also in dedicated measures aiming at the integration of migrant women in different areas.

  The EU’s policy direction on gender equality and anti-discrimination overall, and in asylum, migration, and integration more specifically, draws on gender-specific approaches for groups facing specific challenges. While the Gender Equality Strategy 2020-2025 favours a double approach, that is gender mainstreaming complemented by gender-specific actions, as well as intersectionality when it comes to implementation. These policies and measures should be further analysed and shared across the EU in the months and years to come.
## Annex 1: Overview of the competent institutions for integration policy across Member States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Competent institutions for integration policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Main body: Federal Chancellery; Federal Minister for Women, Family, Youth and Integration. Other competent institutions include: The Austrian Integration Fund (federal institution), Expert Council for Integration, all governmental institutions at federal, provincial and municipal level, and non-state organisations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Most integration matters are managed by the country's Communities: the Flemish, the French and the German-speaking Community, including the Agencies for Integration and Civic Integration (Flanders), the Regional Integration Centres for foreigners and people of foreign origin (Wallonia) and the Brussels Reception Offices for Newcomers. Other competent authorities include: the Federal Government, inter alia the State Secretary for Asylum and Migration and the State Secretary for Gender Equality, Equal Opportunities and Diversity (other ministries as well have the responsibility to ensure the achievement of policy goals within their domain relating to integration), the Regions (Flemish Region, Walloon Region and Brussels-Capital Region), including the Regional Public Employment Services, Inter-Ministerial Conference on Migration &amp; Integration. and the local administrative level with Belgian municipalities responsible for the implementation of national and regional policies, as well as for conducting their own programmes and their Public Centres for Social Welfare (PCSW) which facilitate, inter alia, migrants with integration incomes, language courses, and labour market support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Horizontal character of the integration process in Bulgarian legislation across authorities: State Agency for Refugees under the Council of Ministers, the Ministry of Education and Science, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Youth and Sports all take an active part in the integration process. Other relevant institutions and authorities are the State Agency for National Security, the State Agency for Child Protection, the Employment Agency, the Social Assistance Agency, mayors and district governors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Cyprus’ integration authority is de facto the Ministry of Interior, although the authority to deal with all integration issues has been delegated to the Civil Registry and Migration Department. The Advisory Board for the Integration of Migrants is composed of: Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports and Youth, Ministry of Health, Commissioner for Administration and Human Rights (Ombudsman), Pancyprian Federation of Labour, (trade union), Cyprus Workers Confederation, (trade union), Democratic Labour Federation of Cyprus, (trade union), Cyprus Employers and Industrialists Federation, (employer’s association), Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry (employer’s association), Union of Cyprus Municipalities, (local authorities), Union of Cyprus Communities (local authorities), and two local NGO’s active in the field of integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>The Ministry of Interior is entrusted with the role of coordinator for integration with other ministries: the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Culture. Other partners (18 Integration Centres, non-governmental non-profit organizations, organizations of immigrants, regional and local administrations, academia, etc.) are also involved in its implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>The Federal Ministry of the Interior and Community (BMI), Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ), Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS), Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (BAMF), Federal Government Commissioner for Migrants, Refugees and Integration (Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Migration, Flüchtlinge und Integration), The Länder (aka regions) - responsible for the concrete implementation of federal regulations; can also determine their own integration laws. A regular forum for exchange is the Conference of Integration Ministers (IntMK), in which the responsible ministers coordinate political projects in the field of integration. Municipalities (although they have no legal competences of their own), serve the purpose of regulating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>The Ministry of Culture is the main authority responsible for developing integration policies and its subordinate institution the Integration Foundation. Other related institutions are Ministry of the Interior (with its implementation authority the Police and Border Guard Board), Ministry of Social Affairs (and its subordinate organisation the Social Insurance Board), Unemployment Insurance Fund, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, Ministry of Education and Research, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>According to Presidential Decree 106/2020, the Social Integration Directorate, which is under the portfolio for Social Integration Deputy Minister of Migration and Asylum and administratively under the General Secretariat for Migration Policy, is responsible for the planning, monitoring and implementation of the integration policy and the National Strategy for Integration of legally residing third country nationals, in collaboration with other Ministries, local authorities and their organizations, international organizations and the civil society organizations engaged in social integration activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### MS Competent institutions for integration policy

**ES** Integration policy is a shared competence between national, regional and local organizations. The Ministry of Inclusion, Social Security and Migration is the Department responsible for the development of the Government’s policy on foreigners, immigration and emigration and inclusion policies. Integration plans can be developed at national, regional and local level in their respective territories.

**FI** The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment is responsible for promoting the integration of immigrants in Finland and the related legislation. Other competent authorities include municipalities and the Employment and Economic Development Office.

**FR** The Ministry of the Interior: Within this and more precisely the General Directorate for Foreign Nationals in France (DGEF): the Directorate for Integration and Access to Citizenship (DIAN). Other competent authorities include: The French Office for Immigration and Integration (OFII), Regional “integration” correspondents, Departmental “integration” referents, regional authorities, municipalities, Departmental councils, Regional councils, Inter-ministerial Delegate for the Reception and Integration of Refugees (DIAIR), Inter-ministerial Commission for the Housing of Immigrant Populations (CILPI).


**IE** Responsibility for coordinating migrant integration policy at the national level sits within the Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth (DCEDIY). The delivery of integration services rests with individual government departments and agencies and at the local authority level.

**LT** In Lithuania, the national integration policy of foreigners is carried out by the state institutions and agencies within their remit and in cooperation with municipalities and non-governmental organisations. The Ministry of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania is the main body responsible, tasked with formulating integration policy.

**IT** The Interior Ministry, which, as well as being directly responsible for the issue of migrations, manages the National Coordination Round Table, made up of central and local administrations with responsibilities in the integration sector and for migratory policies: Ministry of Labour and Social Policies, which, in collaboration with the Regional Administrations and Local Entities, is responsible for policies of social and occupational integration of migrant people. Ministry of Education, Universities and Research, Health Ministry, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry Policies, National Anti-Racial Discrimination Office (UNAR), Equal Opportunities Policies Office at the Department for Equal Opportunities.

**LU** Main competent authority: Ministry of Family Affairs, Integration and the Greater Region (Department of Integration). Other competent authorities include: the Inter-ministerial committee on integration, the Ministry of Equality between Women and Men, the Ministry of National Education, Children and Youth, the National Employment Agency (ADEM), the National Council for Foreigners (CNE), municipalities (Syndicat des Villes et Communes Luxembourgeoises (SYVICOL), municipal consultative commissions on integration, Groupe d’échange et de soutien en matière d’intégration au niveau local (GRESIL)), NGOs and associations, as well as private companies.

**LV** The Ministry of Culture is the main body; the delegated authority of the Asylum Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF). Other competent authorities include: the Ministry of Education and Science, Ministry of Welfare, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Health, Society Integration Foundation and non-governmental organisations, and municipalities.

**MT** The University in Malta plays a very active role in implementing a strategy aimed at creating a more inclusive education and society.

The Ministry for Home Affairs, Security, Reforms and Equality is ultimately responsible for integration policy in Malta, and delegates authority for its development and implementation to the Human Rights Directorate, which carries out national strategies and projects in collaboration with various ministries, entities, local councils, NGOs, and civil society. Other Ministries such as the Ministry for Health and the Ministry for Education, and entities such as the Foundation for Social Welfare Services, also have their own policies that aim to ensure migrants’ access to the public goods and services they provide.

**NL** Municipalities have the main responsibility of implementation (both national and decentralised integration policies). The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid, SZW) is responsible for the development of national integration policies, though this is limited due to decentralisation. Other ministries as well have the responsibility to ensure the achievement of policy goals within their domain to relate to integration.

**PL** The Minister in charge of social policy is responsible for the coordination of the policy on the integration of foreigners in Poland.

**SE** The two key players are the Swedish Public Employment Service and the Swedish Gender Equality Agency as labour market integration and gender equality are politically prioritized. Authorities with coordinating responsibilities play an important role due to the number of actors involved, another key actor is therefore the County Administrative Boards at the regional level. The main actors at the local level are the municipalities.

**SI** The Ministry of the Interior and the Support and Integration of Migrants (UOIM).

**SK** The Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak Republic, Ministry of Interior, and NGOs.
## Annex 2: Overview of funding available at the EU and national level for integration measures targeting migrant women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through EU funds? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>EU funding received for integration, including for migrant women</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through national initiatives? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>Specifically targeting migrant women through national initiatives?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ESF under the investment priorities “Equality between women and men” and “Active inclusion”. AMIF share of funding: 5% (2017) to 16% (2020) annually.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Between 2016 and 2019, funding for specific integration measures for migrant women was provided at national level by the then Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration and International Affairs. Since 2019, this was supplemented by the Austrian Integration Fund and in 2020, the Federal Chancellery took over responsibility from the Federal Ministry for Europe, Integration and International Affairs. One of the integration funding priorities of the Federal Chancellery focuses on women (Women’s Package) (Federal Chancellery, 2021a, 2021b). Furthermore, there is also a focus on women in the targeted calls for funding applications issued by the Austrian Integration Fund (Austrian Integration Fund, 2019, 2021a). The amount of funding for specific integration measures for migrant women – viewed over the entire period under review – was relatively stable between 2016 and 2018 (2016: € 1.50 million; 2017: € 1.45 million; 2018: € 1.37 million) but then more than tripled to € 4.79 million in 2021. Targeted funding through the Austrian Integration Fund in particular, increased sharply during the period 2019–2021. In addition, there are measures that are (co-)financed by other Austrian ministries. For example, women and migrants are integrated into the labour policy measures of the Federal Ministry of Labour. In addition, there are further funding options and measures at regional and local level, as well as by interest groups and non-governmental organizations (Federal Chancellery, n.d.g).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some regions use AMIF funding for projects specifically targeting migrant women. For example, in Flanders the project “Integration for women with a low literacy level and young children” was carried out. AMIF budget of € 1 768 865.86. The project “She Did it” was also carried out in Flanders, supporting women with entrepreneurial projects. This project had an AMIF budget of € 249 839.10.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Migrant women are included under general inclusion and civic integration actions. Some actions by NGOs and non-profit organisations which are funded publicly and/or privately also target migrant women. Independent public utility foundations also fund projects including or specifically targeting migrant women. Foundations, such as the King Baudouin Foundation, are partially financed through national resources (in this case via an annual donation made by the Belgian National Lottery).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>No information provided</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Funding to support integration into the labour market is provided to migrants in general through the Refugee Employment and Training Programme (RETP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>AMIF and ERASMUS+ co-financed projects tend to target a wider group, but some of their activities are addressed specifically at women. For example, workshops or seminars for the empowerment of women under an AMIF action that supports the operation of “Migrant Information Centers”; in 2019 the stories of individual women refugees were shared with the public during an open event organized by the Cyprus Ombudsman office with subject “Women refugees, women migrants in Cyprus”; as well as coping skills development workshops and after-school and summer school child-care programmes implemented under the project “Integration Programmes by local authorities”.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Some actions privately funded by NGOs might also target women, but none are financed by the national budget.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

284 For an overview of integration projects funded in Austria, see Integrationsprojekte in Österreich, 2021.
285 Interview with Federal Ministry of Labour, Department III B/7 (Employment of Foreign Nationals) and Department III A/10 (Labour Market Service), 16 September 2021.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through EU funds? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>EU Funding for projects, including for migrant women</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through national initiatives? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>Specifically targeting migrant women through national initiatives?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Some targeted measures as part of AMIF, EEA grants or ESF co-financed projects.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Some targeted measures implemented as part of State-funded projects.</td>
<td>Projects usually target the broader group of migrants in general, but there are some measures which target migrant women, such as: The ESF co-financed project “Stark im Beruf” which received additional funding from the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth; the project “Empowering Migrant and Refugee Women” (October 2016-September 2019) co-financed by DaMigra, an umbrella organisation of migrant women’s associations (€ 663,641), and by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BAMF) (€ 50,000 per year); and “#selbstbestimmt”, another project co-financed by DaMira (€ 664,000) and the BAMF (€ 110,000 per year).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some ESF and AMIF-co-financed measures target migrant women. For example, the AMIF project “Women’s Language &amp; Design Literacy Through Action and Lifeworld Orientation” (AMIF contribution of € 449,140.73) and the ESF project “Stark im Beruf” from 2015 to 2021 (ESF contribution of € 37 million).</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed through AMIF, ESF or the REACT fund in response to COVID-19.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Some targeted measures as part of the State budget allocated to Work in Estonia programme: Range of activities and “Spouse programme ‘Re-Invent Yourself” provided by the International House of Estonia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under AMIF</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects financed by the State budget, although some proposals and funding programmes targeting women in the next programming period (2021-2027). The Operational Programme on Human Resources Development, Education and Lifelong Learning (2014-2020) funded interventions in the field of employment, education and lifelong learning in which women could participate. As of December 2021, 34,889 migrant women had benefited from this Programme. Examples of actions under this programme include the provision of care and accommodation places kindergartens which increases the employment of migrant women, as well as the Second Chance Schools for the reintegreation of adults with low formal qualifications or linguistic knowledge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under AMIF. Projects including a gender approach are also financed through various EU funds for the development of actions in the field of foreigners, which aim to defend the human rights of migrants, and promote coexistence and social cohesion. These initiatives focus on areas such as the tackling of gender-based violence and monitoring the treatment of hate speech and immigration in the media, among others.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects financed by the State budget.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some integration projects co-financed under AMIF and ESF target migrant women specifically.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some integration projects financed by the State budget target migrant women specifically. For example, the Funding Center for Social Welfare and Health Organisations (STEA) provides funding for projects promoting integration, some of which target migrant women. In addition, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment grants funding for NGOs and municipalities for activities promoting integration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

286 According to the data of the NSRF IIS (reference date 7/12/2021), see EL NCP report.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through EU funds? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>EU funding received for integration, including for migrant women?</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through national initiatives? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>Specifically targeting migrant women through national initiatives?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under AMIF (115.5 million euros allocated to 2014-2020)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>General integration projects financed by the State budget. At least € 4 million allocated yearly through calls to projects supporting integration. In 2020, four projects specifically targeted newly-arrived women and six in 2021. At the regional level, the State’s decentralised network launches calls for regional and/or department projects to meet the local needs of newly-arrived foreign nationals. In 2020, 144,000 benefited from actions supporting integration, of which approximately 51,000 women (however, these figures are underestimated due to a response rate of 70% from territorial actors interrogated). In 2020 € 8 million of funding was granted to associations working with treatment plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Croatian NGOs and national stakeholders are implementing projects regarding the integration of beneficiaries of international protection through the EU funds. For example, the Office for Human Rights and the Rights of National Minorities of the Government of the Republic of Croatia implements a project co-financed by AMIF called &quot;INCluDE&quot; - Interdepartmental cooperation in empowering third-country nationals. The total value of the project is 6,230,660.00 HRK, of which 25% or 1,557,665.00 HRK is national co-financing, while 75% or 4,672,995.00 HRK is co-financed by AMIF funds. Within the project “Building a system and comprehensive support to beneficiaries of international protection through the development of inclusive social services”. The value of the project is HRK 1,499,994.57 from the European Social Fund. City Society of the Red Cross of the City of Karlovac and the city of Sisak conducted an educational workshop entitled “Empowerment to active participation in the local community.” The workshop was attended by parents, mostly mothers, from families of asylum seekers.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Migrant women are included in the same manner as their male counterparts, in order to equip them with knowledge regarding mechanisms for protection and promotion of their rights and enhance their social participation. For instance, during 2020 the project of the Rehabilitation Center for Stress and Trauma “Skills for the future – encouraging the integration of women and children granted international protection through the acquisition of digital and STEM competencies” was implemented. The project is funded by the call of the Ministry of Demography, Family, Youth and Social Policy. Another example are the activities of the “Women to Women” collective, which uses art as a tool for discussion and networking, through workshops, gatherings and excursions, with the aim of acquiring new skills and knowledge and establishing artistic collaborations. The result of these activities is the maintenance of two public bazaars and the recently established online store, with the aim of economic empowerment of women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under EU funds.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under national funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Integration projects are co-financed under AMIF and ESF (Employability, Inclusion and Learning) and Youth Employment Initiative.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>In general, integration programmes financed from the national sources target migrant women as part of wider groups (migrants in general or women in general). An example of a targeted initiative is the 2017 funding granted from the Dormant Accounts Fund to seven projects nationwide to support the labour-market integration of female refugees and the female family members of refugees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The EU structural funds/programmes do not finance integration measures aimed specifically at migrant women.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>National funding is not available for measures specifically aimed at supporting the integration of migrant women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Targeting migrant women through EU funds? (Yes/No)</td>
<td>EU Funding received for integration, including for migrant women</td>
<td>Targeting migrant women through national initiatives? (Yes/No)</td>
<td>Specifically targeting migrant women through national initiatives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>AMIF, ESF, Erasmus+, and Nord Plus may provide funding to some individual projects supporting migrant women.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some projects target migrant women. For example, in 2019 and also 2021 national funding (€ 5 000 of co-financing) was allocated for a measure providing educational training for migrant women on women’s and children’s rights in Lithuania, on reconciling work and education with family needs, and domestic violence and available help.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>AMIF and ESF are the principal financial sources. The ESF may fund gender-specific projects, and AMIF may finance projects targeting asylum seekers and refugees, as well as intercultural training courses. However, given the specific focus of the AMIF on third-country nationals, the fund is not always adapted to the demographic context of Luxembourg where more than 80% of foreign residents are EU citizens.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The National Action Plan on Integration (NAP) is a principal source of national funding. In 2021, two out of ten projects financed through the NAP targeted migrant women, ‘Learning languages while working at ‘NAXI-Atelier’’ (in French: ‘Apprendre des langues en travaillant au NAXI-Atelier’) and ‘Making society in comics – Women’s stories of integration in comics’ (in French: ‘Faire société en bande dessinée – Récits d’intégration au féminin et en bande dessinée’). The Department of Integration may also provide subsidies to projects targeting the integration of migrant women or financial or material support to municipalities or public administrations to enhance their integration services. The National Social Inclusion Office (‘Office national de l’inclusion sociale’ – ONIS) affiliated to the Ministry for Family Affairs, Integration and the Greater Region may also contribute to financing measures targeting the integration of migrant women. Moreover, such measures may receive funding from the Ministry of Equality between Women and Men, municipalities, or non-profit organizations. The budget for state participation in the costs of associations working in the field of integration increased by 14% in 2020. Until 2023, an annual budget of € 500 000 is available to fund municipal projects aiming at the integration of foreigners. Every year, 20 municipalities will receive € 25 000 to encourage the creation of a municipal integration plan (PCI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Measures under some projects co-financed by the ESF, Nord Plus, and AMIF may support migrant women.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>In Latvia, no integration program is financed solely from the state budget. Migrant women are included under general inclusion and civic integration actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Measures under some projects co-financed by the ESF and AMIF support migrant women but do not target them specifically. For example, through an AMIF project- Employment Support Services for Migrants asylum-seekers and persons granted international protection (including migrant women) may enrol on the Job Brokerage Scheme, which grants them access to guidance services. They may also enrol in basic English and Maltese language training for employment while receiving a training grant of EUR 50/HR Migrant women are also eligible for the pre-employment training offered under an ESF-co-financed project- VASTE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>An awareness session on health measures during COVID-19 was delivered by the Migrant Health Liaison Office targeting migrant women specifically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under AMIF, but attention is requested for the specific position of women.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects financed by the State budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD?b4dca730722811eb9fc9c3970976dafa1f#wid-.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through EU funds? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>EU funding received for integration, including for migrant women</th>
<th>Targeting migrant women through national initiatives? (Yes/No)</th>
<th>Specifically targeting migrant women through national initiatives?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some projects co-financed under AMIF and ESF target migrant women. For example, under Stadsdelsmam-mor 2.0 (Neighbourhood Mothers) migrant women receive information and support for better social and labour market integration, while the project Salam familj provides support to parents on parental leave.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Since 2018 extra national funding has been allocated for activities focusing on language training for migrant women and small children. An estimated 10% of funding coming from the Swedish Social Fund (2014-2020) targets migrant women specifically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under AMIF</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects financed by the State budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>General integration projects co-financed under AMIF</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The Operational Programme Human Resources may cover migrant women as part of a broader group, however no calls aimed only at migrant women or migrants were launched or implemented during 2014-2020.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keeping in touch with the EMN

EMN website www.ec.europa.eu/emn
EMN LinkedIn page https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-migration-network/
EMN Twitter https://twitter.com/EMNMigration

EMN National Contact Points

Austria www.emn.at/en/
Belgium www.emnbelgium.be
Bulgaria www.emn-bg.com
Croatia https://emn.gov.hr/
Cyprus www.moi.gov.cy/moi/crm/d/ecnpc.rsf/home/home?opendocument
Czechia www.emncz.eu
Denmark www.justitsministeriet.dk/
Estonia www.emn.ee/
Finland www.emn.fi/en
France www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/
Germany https://www.bamf.de/EN/Themen/EMN/emn-node.html
HUNGARY www.emnhungary.hu/en
Ireland www.emn.ie/
ITALY www.emnitalyncp.it/
LATVIA www.emn.lv/en/home/
LITHUANIA www.emn.lt/en/
LUXEMBOURG https://emnluxembourg.uni.lu/
MALTA https://emn.gov.mt/
The Netherlands https://www.emnnetherlands.nl/
Poland https://www.gov.pl/web/europejska-siec-migracyjna
PORTUGAL https://rem.sef.pt/
ROMANIA https://www.mai.gov.ro/
SPAIN https://extranjeros.inclusion.gob.es/emn-Spain/
Slovak Republic https://emn.sk/en/
Slovenia https://emn.si/en/
Sweden http://www.emnsweden.se/
Georgia https://migration.commission.ge/index.php?article_id=1&clang=1
Ukraine https://dmsu.gov.ua/